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JMU fares poorly In
campus crime rate

Campus racism
can be subtle,
go unreported
lanRecoid

.
assistant news editor

While very few racial incidents or crimes are
reported to JMU authorities, most agree that racial
tensions are present on campus.
"We haven't had any racial crimes or incidents
reported in the past year — not even verbal
harassmcnts," said Alan MacNutt, director of campus
police and safety. "I can't think of anything reported
in that area this academic year.''
Still, Felicia Everett, a member of the Black
Student Alliance, said racism is present on campus,
though not overt. "There is some subtle racism
present on campus but nothing too obvious," she
said.
According to Dr. Elizabeth Ihle, JMU's affirmative
action officer, no incidents have been formally
reported to her office in the last year. "We haven't
even had any informal reports — but a lot more occur
than get reported," she said.
"There are differing forms of racism on campus,"
Junior Bill Whitaker said. "I haven't personally
experienced any racial incidents, but I have had people
tell me of incidents on campus."
"This campus is pretty much segregated compared
to other Virginia schools," junior Brian Thompson

DaweFiekfeA
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writers
JMU had the worst score in the state for safety and
rape response, but had comparatively few violent
crimes and assaults, according to the USA Today
"Dangerous Lessons" campus crime survey.
Safety Grade:
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Building the Beast
Senior Rick Sherman took advantage
of Monday's warm weather to work
on welding an art project.

The survey showed that the safest school is one
with 10,000 to 20,000 students in a city with less
than 100,000 people. JMU meets those criteria.
However, out of a possible score of four, JMU scored
a 0.9 in its safety grade, the worst grade in Virginia.
But according to JMU authorities, the score is
inaccurate and JMU is in better shape than suggested.
"USA Today didn't take the cadet system into
account at all," said Alan MacNutt, director of
campus police and safety. "And I think that is
unfortunate."
«t
The survey indicated that JM'J had one police
officer for every 810 students — the third-worst in the
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Advisers say bomb damage in Iraq severe
M§teConsedine&
Roger Friedman
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staffwriters
Things may be going even better
than they appear for Allied forces in
the Gulf.
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
and Joint Chiefs Chairman Colin
Powell returned from the Persian
Gulf with reports of greater damage
to Iraqi armor and artillery than
previously anticipated.

After meeting with the top Gulf
commanders to discuss the imminent
ground war, U.S. Central Command
said the Allied air attacks had
destroyed 7S0 of the 4,000 Iraqi
tanks, 650 of the 3,200 artillery
pieces and 600 of the estimated
4,000 armored personnel carriers.
Along with the destruction of the
Iraqi navy and the downing and flight
to Iran of many Iraqi planes, the
Allied forces appear to have damaged
much of the Iraqi military force.
Other events in the last week in
the Gulf:
• The Pentagon reports that the
Iraqi
Army has erected
communication
towers
in

schoolyards.
A
Pentagon
spokesperson said that the Iraqis
know Allied forces will not bomb
targets that have children nearby.
• Saddam Hussein, addressing his
country Sunday, vowed not to pull
out of Kuwait and to "make America
pay/
• 42 Iraqis reportedly surrendered
between Saturday and Sunday
bringing the total of deserters to
more than 1,000.
• A Harrier air craft reportedly was
shot down Sunday over Kuwait.
• According to exiled Kuwaiti
officials, there have been increased
executions of Kuwaiti civilians by

Iraqi forces. Those officials also
reported that the occupying troops
are suffering from low morale and
dwindling food supplies.
• Iraq fired a Scud missile at Israel
Saturday. A Patriot missile
intercepted the Scud. But the debris
from the Scud injured 26 people and
damaged half a dozen apartment
buildings.
• The Washingiion Post reported
that there was sporadic ground
fighting Friday and Saturday between
Iraqi forces and elements of the 1st
Marine Division. The Marines
reportedly destroyed an Iraqi
WAR page 2
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Crime

CONTINUED /ram page /
state — but did not include cadets in
their computations. MacNutt feels that
the cadet system offsets the survey's
results.
"In effect, the cadet system is a
security division — they have the
same powers as any security officer,"
he said.
John Ventura, assistant director of
Residence Life, shares MacNutt's
opinion about campus safety.
"I think there's a genuine concern
among administrators here to improve
the safety and security," Ventura said.
"I don't think people are sitting back
— I think there's a very pro-active
approach to identifying* problems,
talking to people and making
improvements."
Last summer Residence Life spent
more than $50,000 upgrading entrance
doors and another $20,000 this past
semester replacing doors in White and
Ikcnbcrry halls.
"Residence Life takes measures every
year to upgrade its facilities to meet
more safety precautions," Ventura said.
Even though these precautions have
been taken, JMU had 151 counts of
vandalism, one of the highest rates
among Virginia colleges, second only
to the University of Virginia.
"I don't think it's due to people
entering buildings that don't belong
there," Ventura said. The vandalism
could be done by the residents of that
building."
Ventura said they are currently
working on a system to try to start
tracking sources of vandalism.
Residence Life also is working on a
project to install lights in dark areas on
campus and may purchase an access

Crime in 1989 at Virginia schools
Rape
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The rape crisis program is comprised
of the police department, counseling
center and health center, according to
MacNutt. Each department has a
trained staff to deal with rape crisis
situations.
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reported for this survey, so maybe that
is why we got a zero in that category,"
MacNutt said. "And we've had a rape
crisis program on campus for years,"
he said.
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"I think we have an admirable way of
dealing with rape crisis situations here
on campus," he said.
The study showed that at least one
rape is reported on a campus every 24
hours and counselors say 10 times as
many go unreported.

scored a zero in its rape response grade
— indicating the university had a poor
method of responding to rape cases.
However, MacNutt also debates the
accuracy of this score.

"If they [the victims] are not going
to support us in the criminal
prosecution then there is nothing we
can do," MacNutt said.

"I don't think we had any [rapes]

According to the survey, a violent
crime is defined as a murder, robbery,
aggravated or non-aggravated assault.

"I think we have an admirable way of dealing
with rape crisis situations here on campus.
"I don't think we had any [rapes] reported for
this survey, so maybe that is why got a zero in
that category. And we've had a rape crisis
program on campus for years."

In 1989, JMU reported five violent
crime acts, the fifth-highest in the
state. The highest violent crime rate
was at George Mason, which had IS
counts of violent crimes.

phone system, with which students
would have to call dorm residents for
permission to get into the hall.
Rape Response Grade:
According to the 1989 survey, JMU

Alan MacNutt
director of campus police and safety

Violent Crimes/Assaults:

JMU also had 18 assault counts in
1989, the fifth-highest count in the
state. VCU was highest with 37
assault counts.
A violent crime is committed every
two hours and 12 minutes on a college
campus, the survey reported.
Ian Record contributed to this article.

War.
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command post and took two prisoners.
• Saudi officials predicted that the giant oil slick in
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the Persian Gulf would reach key industrial sites
within the next few days. A desalination plant at
Safaniva, Saudi Arabia had to be closed Saturday and
another one at Jubail, the source of much of the
country's drinking water, was said to be threatened. • U.S. casualties as of Sunday:
- 12 killed in action
- 24 combat deaths since the start of war
- 27 missing in action
- 8 POWs

Correction
• The anti-veal protest Tuesday on the commons
was organized by the Animal Rights Coalition. The
group's name was omitted from a outline in the Feb.
7 issue of The Breeze.
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JMU institutes sexual orientation clause
John Pamietee
stqffwriter
JMU now officially includes "sexual
orientation" on its list of groups
protected from discrimination.
According to Dr. Elizabeth Ihle,
JMU's affirmative action officer, the
decision to add a clause about sexual
orientation to JMU's antidiscrimination brochure was "made and
approved by Dr. Carrier" at the Jan. 30
meeting of the Administrative
Council, which includes all JMU vice
presidents and Dr. Mark Warner,
Carrier's executive assistant

Since this summer, three other
state-supported universities in Virginia
have added the sexual orientation
clause: William & Mary, Virginia
Tech and the University of Virginia
Dr. Joanne Pearson, chairwoman of
JMU's newly created Commission on
Community, said the clause was added
to make JMU a "less intimidating,
more supportive environment" that
"fosters equality and diversity."
JMU students will first see the new
sexual orientation terminology in the
university's upcoming antidiscrimination brochure, "Harassment:
Your Rights and Responsibilities."

Pearson also said her commission is
creating a "statement of community
values" for JMU and the Harrisonburg
community. The statement is expected
to address the issue of making college
campuses "communities of civility," a
term used by Gov. L. Douglas Wilder
this summer in a speech to Virginia
university presidents.
Pearson's commission was created by
Carrier this July with two main goals:
work out a statement of community
values and a mission statement.
The Commission on Community's
mission statement, approved in
December by its members, is the first

official document to include sexual
orientation on its non-discrimination
clause.
Bethany Bryson, head of the political
action committee of JMU's gay and
lesbian group Harmony, said the
commission's actions were "a step in
die right direction."
Bryson said she has been in contact
with both Ihle and Pearson pushing for
sexual orientation to be added to the
list of groups that come under the
university's umbrella of nonHMU&StAENTpage4

State approves
new college
enrollment plans
UsaCrabt»&
Wendy Warren
stqJFwriters
JMU received another green light Wednesday from
the state for the proposed College of Applied Science
and Technology, which is planned to open in 1995
with 500 students.
On Wednesday, the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia approved an enrollment of
3,000 students by the year 2000 for planning
purposes.
The new college also got a boost from Gov. L.
Douglas Wilder earlier this year when he included
$195,000 for staff and planning of the college in his
proposed governor's budget, said Dr. Linwood Rose,
vice president of administration and finance, in
Friday's Daily News-Record. The item also is
included in both the House and Senate versions of the
budget and is expected to pass, he said.
But JMU must keep its enrollment at about 11,000
students for the next three years, because SCHEV put
a cap Wednesday on short-term enrollment at
state-supported colleges. Also, the state general fund
appropriation for students is based on that figure.
Carrier said in the SCHEV meeting that he realized
continuing budget problems could cause a curtailment
of plans for the future.
The budget problems that we now face are the
most severe that we have dealt with in my 20 years as
president of JMU," he said. "We cannot allow these
temporary difficult times to set the standard for our
future ... we must continue to plan in terms of
accessibility, accountability and excellence for our
institutions of higher learning."
Still, Carrier said Sunday night that JMU is "not
planning to grow until Fall 1994. ... we couldn't
take any more students in the short run unless the
[budget] situation improves."

CWaSTYREE/THE BREEZE

The rally was held to ensure that troop supporters were a "vocal majority.'

Supporting the troops

Students rally at W&L
Kim Brothers
stqffwriter
Unifying to support soldiers in Operation Desert
Storm was the goal of the hundreds of Virginia
students who gathered in Washington and Lee
University's Warner Center Saturday.
The "Rally to Support Our Troops" was held
primarily to "grab the initiative to be a vocal
majority," said John Wirth, the vice president of

JMU's College Republicans and a state coordinator
of the rally.
"The No. 1 purpose [of the rally] is to show that
today's college students are hopefully more patriotic
and will stand behind their troops," said Marc
Short, co-chairman of the rally and a W&L junior.
"We also want to get rallies sparked nation wide,"
he added.
MUX page 7
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Bill may force faculty to work 15 days without pay
RobvnDavte
faculty senate reporter
JMU faculty may be forced to work for IS days
without pay if the General Assembly passes Gov. L.
Douglas Wilder's furlough bill, according to Dr.
Clarence Geier, speaker pro tern for the faculty senate.
Wilder suggested that state employees simply not
work for IS days in his bill, which is part of his total
proposed state budget. But teachers must hold a
certain number of classes each year, so they would
have to work without pay.
However, the senate and house have said they would
not accept a furlough of that length. Instead, they
have suggested furloughs of up to six days.
"I don't know that well have 15 days." Geier said.
"I think it may be inappropriate to even suggest that
we will. That's the extreme case. The other option is

that we'll have none at all."
"Beyond the fact that I think it could be very
disruptive to a school year, I think it is the sort of
thing that could be very serious to people whose
only fault is trying to serve the Commonwealth of
Virginia the best they can," Geier said.
"If it were to go through, I think it would be very
bad for morale," said Dr. Cynthia Eby, a member of
the Faculty Senate. "The people who would really be
hurt by it are secretaries and people in buildings and
grounds. They didn't cause the budget problems, and
for them it's much more a paycheck-to-paycheck
situation.
"We have to have X number of days of meeting
classes or we lose our accreditation," she said. "So
what it will mean is that we'll keep on holding
classes and teaching and not get paid."
Geier said, "The impact of this kind of action

would be devastating."
The Faculty Senate voted to contact JMU President
Ronald Carrier "to represent our concerns to the house
and the senate," Geier said.
The Faculty Senate also voted to send another copy
of a previously-sent letter to Virginia Secretary of
Education James Dyke. The letter was sent
mid-December but received no reply. It states the
concerns and frustrations of JMU's faculty, requesting
the Secretary's leadership during the current state
budget problems.
Also, part-time faculty are being considered for
membership in the Faculty Senate. A ballot is being
sent to the faculty at large requesting the amendment
of the faculty senate constitution to allow one
part-time representative to the faculty senate from
each college.

Harassment

CONTINUED from page 3

discrimination and affirmative action.
Bryson said her actions stop short of
calling for preferential treatment,
rather, she wants the university's new
guidelines only to enforce "equal

opportunity."
Pearson said the packet she received
from Harmony included a "language
guide" of "suggested wording." One
example: use the term "gay" or
"lesbian" instead of "homosexual"
Wilder's recent comments on civility

have given Harmony's cause a boost.
"It helps to have the governor's
support," Bryson said.
Ihle said channels of student opinion,
like the student government, were not
taped, like they were two years ago
when the Student Government

Association voted on a bill to add
sexual orientation to the university's
non-discrimination language. The bill
was killed in committee.
"Basically, it's an administrative
decision," Ihle said

Recycle!
You read the newspaper for the latest news today. But the paper news is printed on can be and should be used again. The Breeze is contributing to
the recycling effort by recycling all of its office paper as well as used newspapers. Recycling is the only way we can all give something back. Consult
your local yellow pages for the nearest recycling agemcy.
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unters Ridge
We 11 See You at the HOUSING FAIR February 12th!
4 Bedroom Townhouses
Wide Variety of Floor Plans
Sand Volleyball and Basketball Courts
Washer/Dryer in each unit
Private Decks or Patios
Custom Blinds at all windows
Plush Carpeting
Furnished and Unfurnished Units
On-Site Security Service

2,4,5 Bedroom Condominiums
Harrisonburg bus service to and from campus
Easy walking distance to campus
On-Site Property Management
Cleaning Service
Completely Equipped Kitchen including:
Microwave, Dishwasher, refrigerator
with Ice Maker, and Range

OPEN HOUSE TODAY l-4pm

CALL 434-5150for additional information
Hunters Ridge Management
Hours: 10-5 Mon-Fri

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Accounting internships available:

Financial Tidbits

The Big Six accounting firms and JMU's
International Internship Program are embarking on a
new venture to place accounting students in European
internships.
The internships are scheduled from January through
March or early April 1992. Interviews at JMU are
scheduled for April 9 and 10. The application deadline
is March 1.
For more information, call Judy Cohen at x6979.

Back in September 1990, while searching for a plan to
cut the federal budget deficit and save as much as $500
billion over the next five years, the Bush administration
and congressional negotiators spent about $60,000 in 10
days on food and drink. Without successfully
accomplishing their task at the Andrews Air Force Base
Officers' Club, they enjoyed the following items.
To keep the 130 bargainers content for the 10 days:
• 730 breakfasts were served at $6.95 each for a total of $5,073.50
• 1230 lunches were served at $8.95 each for a total of $11,008.50
• 1250 dinners were served at $16.95 each for a total of $21,187.50
To maintain snacks, $14,500 was spent on:
coffee, pastries, fruit, cheese, M&M's and sodas
To stock both Democratic and Republican caucus rooms:
$2,100 was spent on chips and other snacks

Peace Corps information session:

Peace Corps recruiters and former volunteers will
host an information session about the Peace Corps in
Sonner Hall tonight from 7 to 9 p.m.
For more information, calll Doug or Dale at
1-800-424-8580, exL 238.

Saddam threatens chemical war

Troops moving toward the borders of Iraq and
Kuwait know they are edging closer to Saddam
Hussein's chemical and biological weapons. The
Iraqi president vows he still has an explosive wild
card to play — an arsenal of poisonous chemicals
and deadly bacteria. "Every moment I'm here, I'm
scared,'' said Army Staff SgL Raymond Reynolds
of Fort Lee, Va.
Cheney, Powell in Riyadh:
The nation's two top military advisers face a
weekend of decision in Riyadh as the "inevitable"
ground war nears. Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
and Joint Chiefs Chairman Gen. Colin Powell will
huddle with Allied Commander Gen. Norman
Schwarzkopf to study the latest satellite images
and photos before returning to Washington with a
status report Sunday.
War claims first civilian:

The Gulf war Thursday claimed its first American civilian — gunned down by terrorists opposed
to the war against Iraq. Bobbie Eugene Mozelle, of
Detroit, died after being shot four times while getting into his car outside his apartment in Adana,
Turkey. Mozelle, 45, worked as a customs expert
at the nearby Incirlik Air Base.
CCopyrigrit 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

To quench their thirst at meals:
$8,800 provided liquor, wine and sodas
Source Tbe Washington Post, January 1991

:

'

Kremlin still having problems:

The inability of Kremlin leaders to control
events within Soviet borders could pose a greater
threat to world peace than "any conscious policy
of seeking to expand their influence through military means," U.S. Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said Thursday.
Cheney said problems remain
with the strategic arms reduction
treaty and the conventional forces
treaty signed last November.
Martin confirmed:

ELlf N STERN/THE BREEZE

swarm here for three weeks every spring.
IRA gets back in headlines:
For a time Thursday, speculation raged about
whether the IRA attack apparently aimed at British Prime Minister
John Major was linked to Saddam
Hussein. The prospects of connections between Middle East terrorists and the Irish Republican
Army were dismissed quickly by
analysts, however, leaving most
with one impression: the IRA accomplished its main goal — It's
back in the headlines.

The Senate, by a vote of 94-0,
confirmed Lynn Martin as secretary of Labor, filling one of the
four vacancies created by the
33070 SHI ONnOUV Youths acquitted:
midterm shuffle in President
A pair of Brooklyn, N.Y., juBush's Cabinet. Martin, 51, will probably be
ries acquitted two young white men in the 1989 rasworn in within the next few days and start her ducial slaying of black teen-ager Yusuf Hawkins in
ties next week. She fills the post vacated by ElizaBensonhurst. Charles Stressler, 22, was found inbeth Dole, who resigned to head the American
nocent of murder, manslaughter and other charges
Red Cross.
in his second trial. His first ended in a mistrial.
Abortion bill should pass:

ABA may elect first female president:

South Dakota is on its way to becoming the second state this year to pass a bill banning most
abortions. On Thursday, the House, by a 52-18
margin, approved a bill to ban abortion except in
reported cases of rape and incest, to save the woman's life and in cases of fetal deformity.

The American Bar Association, the United
States' biggest lawyers' group, convenes in Seattle
this weekend, set to consider electing the first female president in its 118-year history. ABA insiders give Albuquerque lawyer Roberta Ramo a
good chance of winning a vote.

Spring break tamed:

Anti-Semitism on the inert

Bare buttocks, exposed female breasts and most
poolside drinking have been banned here as Palm
Springs, Calif., braces for the annual invasion of
thousands of students on spring break. Mayor Sonny Bono said six new ordinances adopted this
week will help police control crowds of young
people — many of whom are students — who

The number of anti-Semitic incidents in the
United States rose to a 12-year high in 1990. The
league recorded 1,685 incidents last year, 18 percent higher than in 1989.
©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network
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TWO NEW
TO LIVE AT
;is if... spacious 4-bedroom
apartments - furnished or
unfurnished, 2 full haths, full-size
washer and dryer, storage
space on your patio, 2 basketball
courts, and easy access to
campus, shopping and restaurants
weren't enouKh...
now we introduce Pat
Newman, our new Manager,
and Ron Cham, our new
Maintenance Supervisor... and
they can introduce you to even more
great reasons.

SpECIAIS ON VAIENTINE^
DA>V
AiNd REMEIVlbEl^
YEE'S STUI DllivERs!

4 5 4-5005

Come visit them today.

Find out why so many of your
friends love living at...

1235-F Devon Line
Harrisonhurg, VA 22801
(703)432-1001

Office Hours:
Mon-Fri 10-5
Sat 10-4

£>

flSHbl

Vee'3 l>iace

CROSSING

I 588 S. MA'IN SIREEI HAitnisoNbuRq, VA
4J4-465 J / DElivEiiy, 4$4'J00J

RES€RVAIIONS,

I'r' it.-- MI -njlli mjnji;i it In Snvilrr Hum

Desert Storm
Hey JMU!
Show your support for
our troops by placing
an ad with up to
25 words for $2.50
in the Feb. 18, 1991
issue of The Breeze.
The ads will be placed in
a special hanging poster edition

ofa

Yellow Ribbon.
Deadline has been extended to Feb. 15.

All profits will go to the local chapter of the American Red Cross Gulf Crisis Fund.
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Crowd of 300 rallies to support Allied troops
Ken! Shea
stqffwriter
The tree outside the Harrisonburg courthouse was
covered with red, white, blue and yellow ribbons
Saturday for a Harrisonburg rally in support of Allied
troops.
This is a very, very special salute for our service.
men and women who are giving their lives so far
from home," said Mike Schikman of WSYA radio
station.
Flags were lined up on either side of Main Street
leading to the courthouse, which was also decorated
with smaller American flags and yellow ribbons.
"America the Beautiful," "Yankee Doodle" and rThe
Battle Hymn of the Republic" played from speakers
in Court Square.
The crowd of about 300 consisted of primarily

Harrisonburg and Rockingham County residents.
Most were waving small American flags and some
were sporting "Operation Desert Storm" hats and
sweatshirts. SOS — or Support Our Service People
— T-shirts and hats were being sold, and the proceeds
were used to buy items for care packages being sent
to the Gulf.
Mayor Walter F. Green had proclaimed Saturday as
"Support Our Service People Day" in order to "urge
your support of our men and women in uniform and
the family members left behind."
"We take no stand for or against the war, but we
want to show our G.I.s that we are 100 percent
behind them — no matter what," said Merritta
Kaplinger, one of the organizers of the rally, in the
Feb. 2 issue of the Daily News-Record.
The Harrisonburg Fire Department also came out to
show their support by placing a giant yellow ribbon

on the top of the tree already decorated with ribbons.
"The U.S. is not in turmoil about their job," said
Jim Werner, state advocate for the Veterans of
Foreign Wars. "No, they are fully supported by you,
me and everyone in America."
William G. O'Brien, Rockingham County
administrator, also announced a resolution supporting
American troops in the Middle East. This resolution,
adopted on Jan. 23, states that the Rockingham
County Board of Supervisors, "on behalf of the
citizens of Rockingham County, does hereby
recognize the sacrifices being made by our citizens to
protect the cause of freedom throughout the world."
Mary Lynn Cason, who has helped to organize this
and about eight other rallies in the Shenandoah
Valley, said, "No matter how you feel about the war,
we still need to support the troops."

Rally
CONTINUED from page 3

Although only a handful of JMU students were at
the rally, the Warner Center was crowded with
students from Liberty University, University of
Virginia, Virginia Military Institute and W&L.
And the JMU students that went to the rally said
they thought the war is necessary to stop Saddam
Hussein and restore freedom in Kuwait
"I'm going to this rally basically to show my
support for the troops and my hatred for Saddam
Hussein," said Michael Gekas, a JMU freshman.
Students were also at the rally to figure out where

they stand on the war issue.
"I came to see what's going on," said Amy Yarcich.
a W&L freshman. "I can't say I totally agree with
armed presence in Kuwait, but I'm here to show my
support."
The overall theme of the speeches was the need to
unify in support of the soldiers in the Gulf. The
parallel was often drawn between the disunity of the
Vietnam era and the direction students should take in
this '90s crisis.
"We are not peaceniks content with burning the
American flag," said the student introductory
speaker. "Today we cast aside the '60s because modern

time calls for greater stability."
Admiral Jeremiah Denton, a former U.S. senator
and a prisoner of war during the Vietnam War, gave
an emotional keynote address.
"I have not seen anything like this [protest] since
I've been back [from Vietnam]," he said in a breaking
voice.
President Bush sent a personal message to the
rallying students.
"I am grateful that our troops face the challenges
before them knowing that they have the steadfast
support and heartfelt prayers of millions of people
like you," wrote Bush.
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Racism
CONTINUED frontpage 1
said. "Sometimes I feel that many
don't take the time to get to know
Afro-Americans."
According to the Dec. 4 issue of
USA Today, the U.S. Justice
Department's Community Relations
Service said it handled 110 cases
involving discrimination on the basis
of race, religion or national origin on
college campuses in 1990, up from 95
in -89,77 in "88 and 34 in '87.
And about 300 campuses reported
racial incidents between 1987-89; 113
in '89 and 105 in '88, according to the
National Institute Against Prejudice
and Violence.
The national problem
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"There is racism present on almost
every college campus," said Dr.
Jacqueline Fleming, author of the book
"Blacks in College." "It's present not
necessarily in the most overt form, but
it's present."
Fleming estimates that four out of
five black students experience overt
racism while in college. Black students
have a 50-50 chance of encountering a
threatening situation such as verbal
harassment or a physical attack, she
said.
Adele Terrell, of the National
Institute Against Prejudice and
Violence, said racism is present on
most campuses, but "the target groups
vary according to the demographics of
the campus."
Terrell said most surveys show that
one of every four minority students are
verbally or physically harassed.
Fleming and Terrell both believe that
the majority of racial crimes and
incidents go unreported. "Most go
unreported, particularly verbal

behaviors such as name-calling, which
may not be illegal," Terrell said.
Fleming said, "The majority go
unreported either because schools cover
up the incidents or students feel that
nothing will be done about it."
Terrell and Fleming also feel that
racism often hinders the minority
student's performance. "There is
present an institutional racism, a
systematic way in which those
students are discouraged from doing
their best academically," Fleming said.
"The black experience is often ignored
in the curriculum."
"The victim's normal reaction is to
isolate themselves, which interferes
their academic career," Terrell said.
"There is a high level of tension where
one may assume something is racially
motivated when it really is not."
An incident unreported
Most people would think racial
incidents are directed toward minorities,
but that isn't always the case.
McGraw-Long Hall residents Ali
Kutner and Jennifer Horsley returned
from winter break to see a message
board in their hallway that had
caricatures openly degrading whites.
One of the caricatures depicted a black
foot squashing a white person to death.
"I was shocked," Horsley said. "I saw
it and couldn't believe someone
could've written that."
"This totally breaks down and
destroys trust and the progress toward
racial equality," Kutner said.
"I think that for the most part this is
an isolated incident," Horsley said.
"Regardless of race, an incident such
as this shows how we have gone
forward and then have been taken
back," she said.

N E WS Y?
COME JOIN THE BREEZE
NEWS STAFF
AT ITS WEEKLY MEETING
7 P.M. MONDAY.
IT DOESNT MATTER IF YOU'RE. A
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER
OR A BEGINNER . . .

JUST GET
INVOLVED!
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Making
sense of JMU
At long last, students on this campus seem to
be taking more than a passing interest in the
direction of James Madison University. In the
last several issues of The Breeze, numerous
letters to the editor have questioned Dr. Carrier
and the administration about the inefficiencies
and oversights that undermine the broader
agendas this school has in mind. Concerns
about our faculty, educational programs and
other matters of philosophy and finance need
answers, or the results could very well go
beyond angry responses from aggravated
students.
Probably no one could reasonably deny that
improvements in the last few decades have
attracted better students to JMU and offered
them a much more rounded opportunity for
education. Only 14 years have passed since we
became a full university, and thus to have
reached our current level strongly indicates a
quality program.
But as students have been pointing out for the
last few weeks, our castles in the air need some
structural revisions. At this point, our ideals lie
far ahead of the means we have to secure them.
The time has come to play catch-up — not with
the University of Virginia or William & Mary or
anybody else but with ourselves.
The troubles at JMU go beyond, as a similar
controversy a year ago centered on, the conflict
between "books or looks." A visit to Virginia
Commonwealth University would give anyone
cannon fodder for an argument in favor of a
defined campus aesthetic, just as much as a
visit to Alderman Library at UVa would service
the concept of strong research facilities. What
tells the most about a university is attitude.
In the end, what hurts this university, and what
threatens to hold it back, can be seen in the
administration's
attitude
toward
nonadministration input. The SGA recently met with
the run-around when they talked to university
officials about the possibility of allowing
graduation speeches by students — the
implication being that the JMU apparatchik don't
like students "telling them what to do." Faculty
feel concerned that Dr. Carrier and his
administrators do not take their concerns
seriously. One professor recently commented
that in terms of the JMU hierarchy, no one falls
lower than the instructors.
Behind all of this lies the sense that JMU is
operating without a complete agenda. We hear
we're going somewhere, but the map certainly
isn't fitting the territory and the territory is starting
to make a lot less sense to a lot more people.

edUor LAUREL W1SSINGER
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE
editorialeditorDMD NOON
asst. editorialeditor JOEL LANG LEY

All that glitters is not Green
There's no doubt it's a
— hardly the figures actinoble cause. The question
vists lead you to believe.
is whether or not it's a
Don't get me wrong —
worthy one.
I'm
not labeling the whole
MY WORD
The intentions and imenvironmental movement a
ages surrounding environ-Laurel Wissinger sham. There are issues that
mentalism are good ones.
need to be brought to the
Rallying around Mother Earth allows people to show public's attention, and environmental interest groups
they care about the planet and its future.
handle that responsibility quite well.
But the Big Green movement in some cases is
But somewhere along the way we've lost our. obmore centered around emotion than reason, more sus- jectivity concerning environmental topics. Where we
ceptible to public pressure than scientific facts.
have an innate distrust for statistics and claims that
For example, in November McDonald's suc- come from the government or for-profit organizacumbed to interest groups and abandoned polystyrene tions, those same critical analysis skills aren't put to
packaging in favor of coated paperboard. The move use when it comes to saving the earth.
was labeled an "environmental touchdown" by the
We — including die mass media — are quick to laEnvironmental Defense Fund. The truth remains, bel Green causes as "good" and jump on the allthough, that the play was actually the equivalent of natural bandwagon without fully analyzing scientific
purposely handing the opponent the ball.
data on the subject. The traditionally skeptical press
In analyzing the switch, the Stanford Research In- has embraced and perpetuated even die most outlandstitute concluded that: polystyrene is recyclable, ish scenarios of environmental doom — even when
while coated paperboard is not; compared with poly- the scare tactics seem to be to help raise funds for the
styrene, it takes 40 to 50 percent more energy to pro- special-interest groups generating the scenarios.
duce comparable paperboard packaging; and the atAnd let's not forget that Big Green is Big Business.
mospheric emissions involved in producing coated
Environmental lobbyists are some of the best-paid
paperboard are at least two to three times those for in Washington, and each time an "environmental criproducing polystyrene, and the waterbomc wastes sis" takes hold their coffers substantially increase.
and effluents are at least 70 percent higher.
Take, for example, the Alar apple scare in early
It makes you wonder if McDonalds decision was 1989. The Natural Resources Defense Council
really based on concern for the environment — or claimed that Alar, a growth regulator in the apple insimply a move to appease vocal and influential, envi- dustry, was responsible for cancer in children. No
ronmental groups.
mention was made that food toxicology studies
Despite claims made by the Sierra Club, forests are proved that Alar had to be consumed in doses
not dying en masse. Rather, just the opposite is true. 350,000 times normal until tumors appeared on rats.
In 1952, there were 664 million acres of forest land ButtheNRDC made millions off the publicity.
containing some 610 billion cubic feet of growing
You can't place a price tag on a healthy planet —
stock. By 1987, 728 million acres of forest land had it's an invaluable resource. But before we squander
756 billion cubic feet of growing stock.
millions on programs, let's be sure we understand the
That amounts to a 24 percent growth in. 25 years depth and scope — or lack thereof — the problems.
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Letters to the Editor
Lefty Driesell and basketball team
are letting this university down'
To the editor:
After watching the JMU-Richmond game Wednesday
night I decided to say what I have been meaning to for a
long time. Lefty Driesell and the men's basketball team
are letting this university down
I know they had recently won nine games in a row and
are a virtual lock to win the CAA regular season
championship, but this is about more than winning and
losing. There is nothing inherently wrong with losing.
One team has to do so in every game. The real issues here
are effort, dedication and pride.
Our basketball team has consistently fallen short in
these areas. Winning by narrow margins over
substantially less talented teams, while playing at less
than 100 percent, just doesn't cut it
Several times this year while watching the Dukes play
I have noticed a nonchalant attitude about the team. After
the BYU loss earlier this year. Coach Driesell remarked

Who needs Carrier's 'birthday
present' more — him or JMU?
To the editor:
Does JMU really think Dr. Carrier deserves a
$200,000 bonus from the JMU Foundation next year?
In two personal letters he sent me last semester, he
claimed that the lack of state funding was going to hurt
JMU and he has said that he hoped private donations
would make up for that. If Dr. Carrier is sincere in
wanting to help JMU work out its problems, he might
refuse the $200,000 so that the JMU Foundation could
put the money toward what they are legally required to
do with gifts to the university — help JMU , not give
away $200,000 birthday gifts.
Dr. Carrier, if you deserve $200,000 for doing so
much for JMU, then why don't we have a Phi Beta
Kappa chapter? We're nowhere near being "the finest
undergraduate institution in the country,'' we're third
best out of three institutions in Rockingham County.
Dr. Carrier, even if you feel you deserve the
$200,000, who needs it more, you or JMU? You
already have the highest income of any state
university president in Virginia, you are provided with
a mansion, a car, travel and living expenses. JMU's
full-time faculty are overworked and underpaid, its
students are unhappy with the education they are
getting, and the library is an embarrassment. Dr.
Carrier, who needs the money more?
Dr. Carrier, I don't think you can answer the
questions students are now asking, and I think that's
why you've kept silent. But if you don't feel that being
president of JMU is" enough and that you really need
the $200,000, feel free to respond.
Mike Seilhamer
sophomore
musk industry

Inability to get classes we want
shows, yet another JMU problem
To the editor:
Near the end of each semester, students face the
arduous and usually disappointing task of registration.
Many wait on the phone a year to get through, only to
hear a monotonous computer voice snicker, "That
section is closedl Please try another index number."
The students persist, entering a long list of alternative
classes only to hear the same response. This process
ends after students exhaust both their alternatives and
the alternatives to their alternatives. Finally they
hang up, having registered for only nine hours.
The students, seeing no other option, trudge into
professors' offices with dreary eyes and the prospect of
not graduating in four years. Only one word to dribbles
from their mouths — "Override?" How can the
professors respond? They're in a Catch-22. They can

that he had never been as embarrassed by a team in his
long career.
Monday night he reportedly threw the entire team out
of practice for not giving enough effort — these guys are
going to school for free!
When a team doesn't play to its potential, justly so or
not, the coach inevitably gets blamed. Lefty Driesell has
to take some of the heat for his team's disappointing
play. Physical mistakes are the fault of the players and
are bound to happen. Mental mistakes and a lack of effort
indicate poor coaching.
In light of what's happening in the world today,
college basketball doesn't appear very important and
isn't. But our basketball coach is earning a huge salary,
and the players are attending college for free. Under
those circumstances, not giving your best effort seems
kind of like stealing, doesn't it?
Andy Copes
junior
marketing

either sign the override form, further overcrowding
classes and putting an even larger teaching burden on
their shoulders (after all, they don't need to sleep at
night, do they?) or they can draw the line and hope the
administration .will do something about this
horrendous problem.
Recently, articles have appeared in The Breeze
(notably Doug Parker's Jan 31 column) stressing the
need for our administrators to reassess JMU'S
priorities and to make needed changes. Most students
come to JMU for an education and must wade through
an abundance of graduation requirements. When they
can't get the classes they need (much less ones they
want), graduation becomes a quest for the Holy Grail.
Dr. Carrier, accessibility and reasonable teaching
loads, desperately need to be a top priority. After all,
isn't this what we're paying for?
Peggy Ware
sophomore
English/history

Student asks Dr. Carrier to give
student concerns mutual respect
To the editor:
Dr. Carrier, it is becoming increasingly obvious we
have serious problems at JMU. It is not just that Phi
Bete Kappa again rejected us for membership, that
US. News and World Report dropped us from fourth to
11th in Southern comprehensive universities, or that
Money magazine named Radford as a better buy.
Dr. Carrier, the faculty have long since noticed our
problems, and it seems even the SGA is starting to
catch on. Our library is undersized and overcrowded.
Our full-time faculty are overworked and underpaid. Our
part-time faculty are ignored and exploited. The
students are forced to sign up for the classes they can
get, rather than the classes they want.
In spite of all these problems, I want to congratulate
you. Dr. Carrier, on your recent honor of being named
Virginian of the Year. I now know if there is any
Virginian who can solve JMU's problems, it is you.
Please Dr. Carrier, when you respond to the students'
questions as to the course this university has taken in
the last few years, explain to them why you asked for a
$17 million recreation center (as you did last session)
and why you are asking the governor to take the cap
off of tuition increases. Explain to them that JMU's
problems are because of a lack of funding (and then
mention that you have the highest total income of any
state university president in Virginia at $192,000 plus
a car, a mansion and a $200,000 birthday present from
the JMU Foundation next year). Dr. Carrier, the
students respect you — respect us enough to provide us
with answers to our questions.
Lance Lumar
Juntor
art

Hypocritical veal protests show
conflicting sets of human values
To the editor:
Yesterday, as I was walking to my night class, I was
surprised to see a replica of a baby cow erected in front of
Gibbons Dining Hall. After a few minutes of inspection,
I realized that a group of students were protesting the
production of veal. The baby cows are raised in wooden
frames that do not allow movement and then are
heartlessly slaughtered for the sole purpose of man
having a delectably tender meal. As I was considering the
events, I wondered how many of the people who had
signed the petitions to boycott veal would support a
woman's right to an abortion. Aren't the very same
principles involved?
How much potential does a young calf have in life?
A calf can spend its days grazing, providing milk for
the masses and possibly provide meat products.
How about a baby?
A baby has a chance for growth and experience, to
develop relationships, to share with and care for other
humans (and animals for that matter). A baby has a
potential for leadership, hope and love; the possibilities
are endless.
I don't wish to raise a huge issue in which countless
letters are exchanged pro and con on the subject. Maybe
no one is guilty, but I feel that it would be blatantly
hypocritical for a person to put up a Tight to liberate a
young cow and then in the same breath condemn a human
being.
G. Douglas Kldd
junior
biology

Our soldiers are putting their lives
on the line for American ideals
To the editor:
To want world peace and tranquility is wonderful, but
there arc a lot of people in this world, like Saddam
Hussein, who do not care about this at all. All they want
is power, domination and as much land and people they
can get hold of. They will do anything to get it and they
will kill all who oppose them. Do you actually think
Saddam would have stopped at Kuwait if we had not
interfered? Who is to say he wouldn't have tried to invade
Saudi Arabia?
He says Kuwait and Iraq should be unified. Ever since
he invaded, though, he has tortured and killed many
Kuwaiti citizens. Kuwaitis obviously did not want their
country taken over, but they were not strong enough to
defend it. This war is not only about oil, it's about
keeping people like Saddam from taking over a country
and destroying its citizens' lives whenever they want. If
we didn't interfere and try to stop him now, he would
someday be at our backdoor. Do you want to deal with
him then?
How about the fact that he has beaten American pilots?
These are your fellow countrymen — they are the young
men down the street and your neighbor next door. They
arc probably being tortured as we speak. You saw the
proof on television.
How about the fact that he has ordered terrorist acts
against Americans around the world. This is you! Is this a
man who wants a peaceful world?
I'd like all you anti-Bush, ami-government, anti-war,
draft-dodging, peace activists to keep one thing in mind:
The troops over in the Middle East are putting their lives
on the line for America and all its ideals. They are
fighting to keep this madman and people like him from
someday dropping a bomb on your pretty little
neighborhood.
Our troops are making the ultimate sacrifice. They are
fighting for America; they are fighting for you. If you
don't support the heroes fighting for America, you are as
much an enemy as Saddam Hussein.
Christopher Erskine
sophomore
communication/English
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The stability of JMU's foundation needs help
As a structure grows, its foundation must be
fortified or it will weaken under the added strain.
Continued growth will result in the structure's
collapse. This is a basic and indisputable fact.
Judging from recent letters in The Breeze, the
student body is becoming quite conscious of a variety
of problems mat keep our university from reaching
its optimal level. Reiteration of specific problems is
pointless; they should be obvious to all. Our
mounting consciousness must be a precursor to
action, otherwise, nothing will change and the
problems will go uncorrected. If no action is taken,
then consciousness is worthless.
We, as students of James Madison University, must
consider what the problems of this university mean to
us. Perhaps we should refresh our memories as to
why we came here in the first place and what we
really hope to accomplish via "the JMU experience."
Were we attracted to JMU because of its landscaping?
Its athletic teams? Its social atmosphere? No doubt,
there are students who chose JMU for these reasons.
However, I would venture to say that the majority of
the student body chose JMU for its fine academic
reputation and for for the opportunity to learn in a
nurturing environment
When I entered this university, I felt assured that I
would receive the best education that any comparable
institution could provide. Now I wonder whether or
not JMU is simply a mediocrity among comparable
universities. Whenever I can't get into a required
class, or when a class I wish to take is not even
offered, I must ask myself, "Is this what I was led to
expect when I chose this university? Am I really
getting the superb education that I want or the

GUEST COLUMNIST
-Kyle Compton
exceptional learning experience that I am paying for?"
In looking around the campus, I find it
unfathomable that so much energy is put toward
non-academic ends. I am impressed that the JMU
campus is so beautiful. I enjoy attending JMU
basketball games. I work out at our exercise facilities
regularly. I even watch an occasional program in the
commons area. However, I find it ludicrous that these
aspects of JMU thrive while education, the supposed
foundation of any university, is downplayed.
It is my belief that the administration of JMU in
not doing the job that it should do. It is my belief
that the administration of JMU is hampering the
progress of this university as a learning center, while
promoting their far-sighted vision of JMU as a
growing campus. It is my belief that a group of
administrators, detached from the academic needs of
the university, are given all of the power to shape
this university, while the input of the Student
Government Association and the Faculty Senate
carries no value. It is my belief that the students of
JMU, in the year 1991, are being slighted in favor of
the students of the future.
These are my beliefs, and I do not expect anyone to
accept them blindly. I would, however, encourage
everyone who reads these words to consider the things

that I have considered. Are we really getting the best
education that we could be getting? Arc the conditions
under which we are being taught the conditions that
encourage learning and personal growth? Are the
decision-makers of JMU acting in the best interests of
the student body in the year 1991? These are
important questions, which must be considered from
an honest and rational perspective, not from a "purple
pride" perspective.
I have ignored the problems that I have seen in
JMU for too long now. I have stood silently
grumbling to myself, hoping that someone would
correct the problems. No one ever corrected them, and
the situation became even worse. So now I feel
compelled to point out the problems that I see and try
to improve the situation. Unfortunately, one voice of
protest carries little weight.
Do the students of James Madison University
deserve anything less than the best education
possible? Will we stand silent while our educational
experience, which will shape the rest of our lives, is
less than it can be? My message to the student body
is this: If we don't tike the path that this university is
taking, then we owe it to ourselves to initiate change.
We must demonstrate our wish to change the system.
Our degrees will come from James Madison
University. Will we someday be remembered as
students from a school that lived up to its potential
for greatness or as students from a school that
collapsed because its foundations couldn't support its
growth? The difference may be up to us.
Kyle Compton is a junior majoring in psychology
and sociology.

Why's a nice
person like you
parking in a place
like this?
An improperly parked car may obstruct fire and
emergency vehickes from reaching hydrants, sprinklers and
burning buildings. Fire fighters and rescue workers could
be needlessly delayed while trying to save life and
property.
So, next time please

Think Before You Park

and then park appropriately!
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Ethics or health: JMU lacks vegetarian choice
I'm writing this shortly after last Tuesday's Animal
Rights Coalition anti-veal demonstration in front of
D-hall. We collected 551 signatures on our petition to
eliminate veal from D-hall menus. This seemed proof
of a solid consensus among JMU students that the
horrendously abusive veal industry should not be
supported by JMU. Yet I wasn't totally satisfied with
the demonstration's outcome. Many people asked if it
was any better to eat the alternative — chicken. I had
to admit this was true; they both share a similarly
torturous existence until their violent deaths.
Gone are the days of cows grazing in the fields,
chickens running in the barnyard and pigs retreating
from the heat by taking a cool mud bath. Today's
agribusiness industry has replaced this scene with
factory farms — cold, inhumane buildings designed
without the comfort of the animals in mind. Cows
milked by machines are injected with hormones that
cause higher milk production and drastically
premature death. Pigs live in stacked crates, are
fattened constantly and put in "rape racks" when
farmers want them to reproduce. Chickens by the
thousands live in long, ammonia-smelling "houses,"
crawling over each other for lack of space. As we
learned Tuesday, baby veal calves are chained by the
neck in crates no larger than themselves and are fed a
diet that causes severe anemia, weakness and chronic
diarrhea. They are killed 14 weeks after birth.
As a vegetarian, I therefore recommend that students
eat no meat How is that possible, though, if D-hall
doesn't feature daily vegetarian entrees as alternatives?
If offered such meals, students wouldn't have to raise
the issue of eating chicken rather than veal and could
simply eat as their consciences dictated.

GUEST COLUMNIST
-Steve Schein
This is a problem for one who might become a
vegetarian for health or ethical reasons but sees their
options of dining hall fare as too bleak. Their
problem, though, is academic compared with the
student who is already a vegetarian or, worse yet, a
vegan (one who eats no animal products). For these
unfortunate souls, campus dining is a nightmare.
Usually forced to eat another potato, another plate of
plain spaghetti or another salad, he or she soon dreads
hunger because it only means another disappointment
at JMU's dining facilities.
I know many vegetarians who move off campus due
to limited dining options. Some can't move off and
find themselves driven to ill health or distraction by
hunger. One girl I know goes home often because,
she says, "I can't eat right at JMU." As a result, she
falls ill easily. The situation is tragically ironic,
because if she could eat a varied and substantial array
of foods, she'd enjoy a fringe benefit of vegetarianism
—relatively greater freedom from illness. Vegetarians
suffer a lower incidence of stroke and heart disease as
well as colon, liver, prostate and breast cancer.
By not eating flesh, vegetarians avoid 200
man-made substances, including antibiotics, growth
hormones and other drugs found in the feed and water
of livestock. They also avoid diseases livestock

contract in epidemic proportions such as a 60 percent
incidence of salmonella poisoning in chickens.
Animal flesh transmits these diseases to you.
Many choose not to eat animal products for health
or ethical reasons; yet that's the only choice available
given the circumstances. We can't choose vegetarian
meals that don't exist. Why should this be? Isn't it
just as easy and less expensive to prepare meatless
szechuan vegetables as with beef? If 2.8 percent of the
United States is vegetarian, we can assume about 300
exist at JMU. Considering that many others probably
want to eat more healthfully, it's surprising our Food
Services could be so remiss in menu planning.
When I mention our lack of vegetarian meals to
friends elsewhere, most tell me of entrees their
schools have had for years. JMU has Mrs. Greens,
but all that offers is a bigger salad than at D-hall.
Now, Food Services labels meals according to animal
content, but this offers little to vegetarians since
most "vegetarian" offerings contain fish. One is
hard-pressed to find any vegan dishes. Perhaps JMU
began labeling fish as vegetarian because choices
otherwise would prove embarrassingly scant
Vegetarians, as well as those who wish to improve
their health, aren't asking for the moon when they ask
for meals tailored to their needs. They are simply
asking for the same opportunities for varied dining as
those who choose to eat meat. The Animal Rights
coalition, therefore, did not mean to ask D-hall diners
to be hypocrites last Tuesday evening. It's just that
the lack of vegetarian entrees forced them to be.
Steve Schein is co-director of the Animal Rights
Coalition.

Movies This Week...
Save Me!!
Monday

Tuesday

February
Wednesday

11
Rocky V
Eyes On the
Prize - Movie &
discussion for
Black History
Month 7-9pm
Alleghany
Room/WCC

Clip and Save Calendar

Rocky V

Thursday

eV

West Side
Story

Friday

Saturday

16

15
White
Palace

Sunday

17
White
Palace

Heaven Can
Wait

All movies except Sunday are at 7 & 9:30 pm in Grafton- Stovall.
Admission : $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out
Sunday Movies: 7:30. Admission: FREE

CALL THEUPB HOTLINE X6504
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ffDTOfflPS
To us, it's as easy as going
to the faucet. To millions
of children in the developing world, it's a lifesaver.
Over 3.5 million children
die each year of diseases
resulting from unclean
water, but the Peace Corps
is doing something about
it. Volunteers are at work
on 5 continents, educating
developing communities
about health and nutrition,
building wells and sanitation systems, and helping
to eradicate water-borne
diseases that unnecessarily
cause the deaths of millions.
Your degree or experience in nutrition, nursing,
other allied health fields,
or even construction can
be put to use in Asia,
Africa, the Pacific Islands,
and Latin America. Join
those who are person-byperson bettering the health
of the world. And coming
back with an edge on the
competition for graduate
school or a boost up the
career ladder. Lend a
hand. Share your heart.

Sign up for an interview with a Peace
Corps recruiter! Interviews will be
held February 12 from 1:00-4:30pm in
Sonner Hall. Contact the Career
Planning and Placement Office for the
schedule. Attend our information
session February 11 beginning at 7:00pm in Sonner Hall and meet with
returned Peace Corps Volunteers. The toughest job you'll ever love is
waiting for YOU!

Making AX:ASt*
Decision !f 1J
w»MiiiRi7
Unplanned W.
Pregnancy v
Isn't Easy • ■ We know you'll want
'J
to consider all the options (
and weigh the pros and
"
cons carefully.
We know, too, that complex
personal circumstances can sometimes
make abortion the best choice.
At Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services we
offer family planning and early abortion services
because we believe a woman should have a full
range of options available to her.
Call us for information or to schedule an appointment — confidentially of course. If needed, you
may call us collect.

{/cLictltiKCS
COfOLoS
▼ FREE
VALENTINE BALLOON
DELIVERY
$15.00 - 6 latex, 2 mylar tied to a
candy-filled weight
$18.50 - 6 latex, 2 mylar tied to a
candy-filled mug
$25.00-6 latex, 2 mylar tied to our
unique box of Valentine fortune
cookies
.

36" BALLOONS AVAILABLE

call

432-0287
to reserve your preferred time
¥ CHAMPION SWEATSHIRTS finally in...
next day service available - ask about our
Valentines Day deliveries.
y Unique Valentine candy, cards, & gifts.
OPEN: MON-FRI. 10 AM - 9PM,
SAT. 10 AM-7 PM

L(Located in Kroger Shopping Center)

Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services
Hagerstown, MD 21740

(301) 733-2400

o

£

o

0
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JMU entrepreneurs find local success
Meghan Johnson
writer
When Butch Arthur and Tim
Fratarcangelo were students at JMU in
the early 1980s, they probably didn't
realize that within a decade they would
own and operate two popular
restaurants in Harrisonburg.
But today they are business partners
and co-owners of Luigi's and T.G.
Armadillo's.
They met in the fall of 1981, when
both were living in Park Apartments
on South Main Street, and soon
became "party buddies," Fratarcangelo
said. Arthur was working at the Belle
Meade Restaurant, and Fratarcangelo
soon joined him there.
When Arthur moved to Spanky's
Restaurant and Delicatessen,
Fratarcangelo followed, and the pair
worked there about three years. By this
time, they were sharing an apartment
as well as an employer.
Arthur graduated from JMU in 1982
with a degree in hotel-restaurant
management and worked through
Spanky's management training
program to become manager of the
Harrisonburg restaurant.
After Fratarcangelo graduated in
December 1984 with a degree in
business management, the friends
decided to travel cross country. They
bought an old Volkswagen bus to fix
up and in April 1985 left Harrisonburg
for an extended trip through the
southern and southwestern United
States.
Their trip took them to San
Francisco, where Arthur stayed while
Fratarcangelo returned to Richmond to
work for his father.
After about six months, Arthur also
moved back to Virginia and again
supported himself waiting tables in
Richmond. But after four months, he
decided to return to Harrisonburg and
graduate school, and Fratarcangelo
moved with him.
One evening in the summer of 1986,
the two were just "sitting around
relaxing" with a friend when they had
the idea to start their own catering
business. Since catering has relatively
low start-up costs and they knew about
service, it seemed a logical way to
make some money.
Arthur said the original concept of
the business was to deliver gifts and
care packages to JMU students from
their parents. The three brainstormed
for a name and decided on Three Guys

TEE MORRB/THE BREEZE

Butch Arthur [left] and Tim Fratarcangelo are the proud owners of both T.G Armadillo's and Luigi's restaurants.

Catering. They received a business
license and began to build a mailing
list.
Although the "third guy" decided not
to actively participate in the company,
Arthur and Fratarcangelo kept going.
They first mailed information to
parents in August of 1986.
"We had so many people call us and
send us checks — because they
believed we were a real business,"
Arthur said of the thrill of having their
own business. "And we were."
But, Fratarcangelo said, "Our volume
of business wasn't big enough to
support either one of us. About the
time we were about ready to give it up,
1 saw an ad in the newspaper for a
restaurant for sale."
When Fratarcangelo told his partner
about the ad, listing an address on
South High Street but not the
restaurant's name, Arthur said his
initial reaction was not to act on the
opportunity. After a week, he changed
his mind and called. It turned out to be*1
Luigi's.
Through negotiations and what
Fratarcangelo calls "creative

financing," the partners were able to
buy Luigi's. The owner had originally
said he wouldn't finance the sale, but
after the entrepreneurs arranged to raise
two-thirds of the money, he agreed to
finance the last portion for three years.
The new owners opened for business
in January 1987. Both agreed their first
day's business was pretty good — for a
first day. Sales were about $400.
Arthur and Fratarcangelo were the only
employees. Only counter service was
available, and everything was served
with paper plates, cups, napkins and
plastic utensils — due to no
dishwasher.
As for food, Arthur said, the new
owners kept the old owner's recipes for
pizza crust and sauce. "Thai's the only
thing we kept," he said. They began
making everything fresh and offered
new varieties of pizza, like
vegetarian-style pies.
Business increased slow but steady,
with advertising mainly by word of
mouth. "We already had a following,
which was really nice," Arthur said
about patrons who continued visiting
after the restaurant changed hands.

In the four years since opening, the
team has quadrupled sales, expanded the
volume of business, hired more
employees — and purchased real plates
and silverware.
At the close of their third year, the
partners had a chance to open a new
restaurant downtown. "We jumped at
the opportunity," Fratarcangelo said.
"We really wanted to be downtown."
And so in the fall of 1990, the pair
opened T.G. Armadillos's on West
Water Street, serving up Southwestern,
Tex-Mex and Creole fare. Since
opening, the new restaurant has gained
a fairly steady following, offering a
range of acoustic and jazz entertainers
and a casual but festive atmosphere.
Though both partners work at both
restaurants, they decided that
Fratarcangelo would run Luigi's and
Arthur would manage T.G.
Armadillo's.
As far as their friendship and
partnership goes, he said, "We have
very different strengths to draw from.
[But] we still are a complementary
ENTREPRENEURS page 16
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Entrepreneurs.
CONTINUED from page 15

team.
"Butch is more of a dreamer, and
I'm more of a doer. And you need
both of those to make a business
prosper," Fratarcangelo said.
And as for their business future, he
said it "really is completely wide
open right now."
"Luigi's is our first child and it's
our bread-basket," he said, adding
that because T.G. Armadillo's is a

much larger operation, there are
many more headaches.
"It's just a bigger animai iu
wrestle with. T.G. Armadillo's has
really demanded a lot from both of
us."
The pair has a definite
philosophy about running
restaurants — as Arthur stated it, "If
we are to be successful, we must be
better and we must be different.
Anything in life is like that."

But more than that, he said, "We
truly believe people want
well-prepared food at a reasonable
price in a casual atmosphere with
friendly service.
"In other words, relax. Enjoy."
Fratarcangelo said their attitude
toward employees is important to
them as well. "We want our
employees to enjoy their jobs. We
want them to care about what they
do."

Arthur said the demanding nature
of- the restaurant business on
personal time is difficult but
expected. "[I'm] overworked, but it
just feels natural. I feel guilty when
I miss a day."
Fratarcangelo enjoys his work as
well. "I think for anybody to
consider opening a restaurant, there
are a lot of rewards to it. The idea of
it is a whole lot different than the
reality of it."

New business building almost completed
Heather O'NeJI
staffwriter

After seven years of planning, the
new JMU business building will be
completed within three to four months.
Dr. Robert Holmes, dean of the
College of Business, and Faye Teer,
the assistant dean, guided the Student
Advisory Council through the new
building last Thursday. The moving
date for the College of Business is
early May, Holmes said.
While full operation is expected by
June, summer session classes will
remain scheduled on the main campus.
The grand opening is scheduled for
September, but the building has yet to
receive a name. Holmes said anyone
who donates $2 million will be the
namesake.
Teer feels confident the centralization
of the College of Business will benefit
everyone. "For the first time, well all
be together in one building," she said.
Harrison Hall currently houses the
department, but classes are spread
throughout campus. The new building
provides an opportunity for faculty
camaraderie and better student
communication, Teer said.
The building was originally sited for
the Quad but relocated four years ago
due to limited space and possible
excavation costs of $1 million. After
Holmes, two faculty members and two
architects visited other business
schools for ideas, they helped with the
design of J MU's latest addition.
"We spent a lot of time doing
homework on this project," Holmes •
said. The building's main goals are to
"enhance the education experience for
students" and model a "corporate
image."
"The teaching and learning
environment in the business school is
going to go a long way," he said.
Specially designed classrooms —14
tiered, horseshoe-shaped rooms, four
traditional flat rooms and two graduate
seminar rooms — should have an
advantage by exceeding the current
allocation of rooms on campus. There
is also a student lounge, along with 14
group study rooms that student
organizations can reserve for meetings.

S/THE BREEZE

Dr. Robert Holmes, dean of the College of BusineM, addresses members of the Student Advisory Council in a
future classroom of the new College of Business building.

JMU received $9.3 million in
appropriations for the six-story,
100,000 square feet building. There
was no wait for lottery funds, which
normally provide construction money.
Holmes said Carrier "was very shrewd
and very effective in convincing the
state to let us get started earlier because
of cost consideration."
The $340,000 cost of upgrading the
building was taken from a $2.2
million capital funds campaign and
contributions donated by the business
community, alumnae and faculty. The
remaining campaign money is applied
to student scholarships, faculty
endowments and supplementary**
support.
Upgrading meant adding special
acoustic material to the rooms.

carpeting, a marble floor in the
atrium-type lobby and general interior
design modifications, like a mahogany
wood theme and attractive wallpaper to
keep the building on the cutting edge
as Holmes had planned.
The state appropriated $1.5 million
to equip the building, including
$385,000 for the complex
telecommunications system.
Three important features of the
building are a business information
center, copy center and computer lab.
The business information center
should be a miniature library with CD
ROM machines, access to Leonardo
and a place for faculty to hold student
reserve materials, instead of Carrier
Library.
The copy center will be similar to

commercial operations, but less
expensive. Pending a contract, Xerox
may provide sophisticated equipment
for student and faculty use. "It will be
a service center for the whole part of
this campus," Holmes said.
The computer lab will model the one
in Harrison Hall, serving as a teaching
center with great flexibility for
equipment changes like laser printers
and color plotters.
Both Holmes and Teer are excited
about the building's design and
location which serve to centralize the
entire College of Business. "We think
we have a very good program - we
wanted to do better," Holmes said,
adding the necessity "to create a sense
of community, cohesi veness and good
communication."
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Ford's profits in 1990
fall about 75 percent
LtaftLSodttlEfe.

November, Trotman asked Ford's
suppliers to cut prices 1 percent.
"It is true that I didn't get a standing
ovation," he said. "We had a number of
Ford's heavy culs a decade ago paid
people say flatly that they didn't want
off by the late 1980s, when the
to comply. It is also true that we are
company enjoyed record profits and put
continuing to pursue this."
aside a whopping $10.1 billion in
One cost-cutting tool that Ford
cash.
applied liberally 10 years ago will be
But slumping car sales, heavy
off-limits this time. In the last
spending and an aging model lineup are
recession, the automaker laid off
hurting the automaker. Last year.
100,000 hourly workers and closed 14
Ford's cash pile shrank to $4.6 billion
assembly plants.
and U.S. sales dropped by nearly
Although Ford shuts down assembly
280,000 vehicles. Analysts expect the plants for a week or two at a time to
company to report later this month
control its inventory, the company has
that 1990 profits plummeted nearly 75
effectively ruled out large-scale,
percent to just under $1 billion.
permanent layoffs. Last year, Ford
All this comes at a time when Ford signed a new labor contract with the
plans to spend more than $23 billion United Auto Workers that includes
income guarantees worth $1.6 billion.
to upgrade plants and redesign virtually
all its cars by 1995. A top Ford That means Ford will have to confine
its personnel cuts to its white-collar
official said last week the company
workforce.
will not back away from its product
development program.
Still, top company officials don't
believe
they face the kind of crisis that
"I don't know anything more
threatened Ford's existence in 1980.
important than product," said
But Ford Chairman Harold Poling
Alexander Trotman, executive
vice-president of Ford's North cautioned last month that Ford — and
the rest of ihe auto industry — would
American Automotive Operation. "It's
experience difficult times.
the future of the company. We'll sell
For one thing. Ford no longer can
all the furniture before we touch
products."
count on its subsidiaries to be cash
Ford isn't contemplating a furniture cows when U.S. auto sales stagnate.
Ford and other automakers have tried
sale at the moment, but it is
in
the past to diversify their operations
considering just about everything else.
as
a
hedge against cyclical downturns.
Last December, top Ford officials
A decade ago, fat profits from Ford
said they plan to downsize the
of Europe helped bail out the parent
company's white-collar work force at a
company at a time when its North
faster rate than normal attrition, which
American operations were gushing red
is about 5 percent a year.
When the company slashed its ink. But Ford's European profits
white-collar staff a decade ago, it did so declined sharply last year as the
company suffered labor strikes in
across the board — decimating its
England and Belgium.
engineering staff. Since 1979, Ford's
The company's slock price has
overall white-collar work force in the
United States has declined from 72,000 plummeted from a high of $49.12 last
year to around $29 per share. The stock
to 50,000. Now Ford is trying to cut
price
is low because investors expect
another 8,000 employees by the end of
the
board
of directors to cut Ford's
1992.
75-cents-a-share
quarterly dividend, said
Despite aggressive plans for
Maryann
Keller,
an analyst for
personnel cuts, Trotman said Ford will
Furman,
Selz,
a
New
York-based
be more selective than last time.
investment firm.
"Across-the-board cuts is like using a
The bond market also is eyeing Ford
lawn mower," Trotman said. "You take
with some skepticism. Moody's
a half inch off the top of the whole
Investors Service has said it might
lawn. That works for grass, but it's not
downgrade Ford's credit rating — a
an efficient way for a company to do
move
that could force the automaker to'
it."
pay more to raise cash in the bond
Most likely, that means Ford will
market. Moody's noted that Ford may
spare engineers and designers. In fact,
need to borrow heavily to pay for
the company has been hiring engineers
product development.
in recent months, Trotman said. The
If so, it could be costly. Trotman
engineering staff is under heavy
declined to estimate the cost of future
pressure to design new products and
product programs. But the Taurus and
solve technical problems posed by
Sable required a $3 billion investment
federal air emissions standards, he said.
for engineering and tooling in the early
The company also has targeted
1980s, while the 1991 Escort cost $2
suppliers for cost-cutting. Last
billion.
USA Today/
AppteCoUegelrrfoNetwork

I
with Low Prices.
And More.

IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE
WHITE OR CHOCOLATE

Decorated
Valentine Cupcakes

$199
ft£. 1

o?SS5!y^?yil0TTLE' CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE.
CAFFBNE FREE COCA COLA CLA88IC.

Diet Coke or
Coca Cola Classic

2Ltr.

*i
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Allied Health

Professionals &
Administrators
Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences Corps.
You'll learn more, you'll grow faster-you'll
work with other dedicated professionals in a quality enviornment
where your contributions are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you.
You and the Air Force. Launch now-call

$»■

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-432-USAF

#SL.

l*fSu«R«« S3.SO*J>

INC.

273E.MuketSL
Htrriioobuij. VA 22J01
4M-4461 Mon.-S.L9-5

v,.«SSJSJ| j

Boxed roses, bud vases, Hearts A
Flowers Bouquet,
and the Valentine Flower Basket
Bouquet
Qa/tyr%*e«-Ppt«lM&w-&ed&tP*te

10
Steps
To Reducing
Cancer Risk
1. Eat more cabbagefamily vegetables.
2. Add more high- fiber
foods.
3. Choose foods with
Vitamin A.
4. Do the same for
Vitamin C.
5. Add weight control.
6. Trim fat from your
diet.
7. Subtract salt-cured,
smoked, nitrite-cured
foods.
8. Stop cigarette
smoking.
9. Go easy on alcohol.
10. Respect the sun's
rays.

Giving grades is Academe's traditional way of
measuring excellence and achievement
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association has just received
the highest grades offered for its
strength, safety and ability to fulfill
its promises:
i AAA from Standard & Poor's
I Aaa from Moody's Investors Service
i plus A + (Superior) from A.M. Best Co.
These are the three most prominently recognized independent
firms that monitor the financial
integrity and claims-paying ability
of insurance companies.
Their top grades confirm that
TIAA has one of the strongest
balance sheets in the industry. We
have the financial strength to ride
out periodic cycles of economic
downturn.
These high ratings reflect our
dedication to providing solid,
dependable retirement plans for
people in education and research.

For over seventy years, our sole
purpose has been to help people
prepare for the future. We pay careful attention to the details—and it
shows.
With grades like this, it's no
wonder that TIAA, along with
CREF, is the retirement system
chosen by more than 4,500 institutions and 1.2 million individuals
throughout the country.
TIAA-CREF is also a carrier
for the ORP in 41 states and the
District of Columbia. As an
employee of a Virginia public
institution, you too can participate
in TIAA-CREF—the premier
retirement system in higher
education.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. f

•
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Dollars and Sense
Baltimore-Washington: one city?
The Census Bureau is likely to deem the entire
35-mile stretch between Baltimore and Washington
one large urban megalopolis, thus linking the two
cities together. Business leaders in both cities are
pressing the White House Office of Management
and Budget to declare the area as one metropolitan
entity, according to the Feb. 8 issue of the Wall
Street Journal.
It will be called a "combined metropolitan
statistical area." This decision will instantly create
the nation's fourth-largest market and, its backers
hope, a marketing bonanza. A budget office
decision on the Baltimore-Washington areas has
historic implications. "If Washington and
Baltimore do combine, it will be the largest such
consolidation in world history," said Richard
Forrestal, chief of the population-distribution
branch of the Census Bureau to The Journal.
Some Washingtonians fear the budget-office
decision will crush their fragile hopes of ever luring
a baseball team back to the nation's capital. If the
two cities are one area, then many will argue that
D.C. already has its team: the Baltimore Orioles,
according to The Journal.
While the owners of the Orioles have stated that
they will not oppose a team in D.C, they have
quietly decided to build the new Camden Yards
baseball stadium — which will house the Orioles
beginning in 1992 — on the south side of
Baltimore, about 40 minutes from Capitol Hill.

Hit me; Rep meets the beech
In the hip-hop scene, where brand names and
designers often become larger than life, the name of
the moment is Stussy, and it comes from Laguna
Beach, Calif., according to the Feb. 11 issue of
Time.
New designer Shawn Stussy, 36, has made a
splash with surf-meets-rap sportswear. Revenues
from his clothing, selling in stores from Los
Angeles to Manhattan, hit $17 million last year.
It's caught on big with with musicians ranging
from Madonna to Public Enemy, according to
Time.
Now Eastern Air Lines can't sell
The Justice Department has asked the Federal
Bankruptcy Court in New York to halt all sales of
Eastern's assets in Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles
and Washington, according to the Feb. 11 issue of
Business Week.
The feds biggest worry is the elimination of
competition in the airline industry, chiefly the
proposed purchase of 18 Eastern gates in Atlanta by
Delta — who would then own an 87 percent share
of that market These proposed transactions
promised to raise $126 million for Eastern's
creditors. Now, they have to wait longer to recoup
at least some of their losses while Washington
studies whether there are other ways to preserve
competition in the industry, according to Business
Week.
To the former Eastern creditors, these latest
actions must seem like a cut to the throat to cure a
nosebleed.

Operation Desert Storm negatively affects
tourism
The word for travel — whether it be domestic or
international — is "not." Already bruised from as
deepening recession and the Saddam ized oil prices,
the travel industry has been dealt a third blow —
the threat of terrorism. International travel is down
by as much as 50 percent, according to the Feb. 11
issue of Newsweek.
Airlines have been the economic casualty of the
travel bust, according to Newsweek. Since the
crisis in the Gulf began, two carriers —
Continental and and Pan Am ■■- have filed for
bankruptcy under Chapter 11. Just days after the
war started, Eastern shut down, and now TWA has
been hinting that its future hangs in the balance as
well.
TWA has experienced a 60 percent drop in
bookings over the last year, according to
Newsweek. Still, the travel industry has not given
up. For instance. Red Roof Inn, a budget motel
chain, is offering a $5 rebate on the nightly cost of
their rooms. Marriott is awarding triple
frequent-flier points through a number of airlines.
With the stoppage in travel, video-conferencing
— which provides a television image and sound via
phone lines — has boomed. The demand for
security equipment has also taken off, according to
Newsweek.

Compiled by Tom Speiss

The Breeze is now hiring
o
o
o
°

Assistant Business Manager
Account Executives
Ad Design Manager
Ad Designers

Send cover letter, resume and clips (for ad design manager & ad designers only) to:
Kevin D. Hall
Executive Business Manager
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Deadline: February 22, 1991
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Reggae bands party it up in Charlottesv
At Bob Marley Day in Charloucsvillc last Wednesday,
Full Stop provided the energy and Awareness Art Ensemble
the soul. Israel Vibration served about as much purpose as
an appendix, adding nothing to the concert at Trax bar in
Charloucsvillc.
To celebrate what would have been Bob Marley's 46th
Birthday, three premier reggae bands were brought together
at Trax — one an exciting fledgling act, the second a
popular regional staple and the third a Ras Records national
act

Fust up was JMU favorite Full Stop.
First and foremost, that is. The youngsters of the line-up
showed everyone how a show should be, totally destroying
the image that reggae has little potential for live energy.
Singer/guitarist/keyboarder Jerry Thompson led the band
through a rousing but definitely reggae set that was way too
short.
Reggae often serves to mellow, entrance, even hypnotize.
Full Stop's recorded music would achieve these things but
hearing the band live is another story.

Full Stop's appeal begins with frontman The
very charismatic performer. Possessing a sou
go along with his excellent stage presence, Tti
immediately captured those who were lucky ci
on time last Wednesday. Though much of the:
probably never heard or seen Full Stop, Thorn
boys wasted little time in getting the audience
move more than any other set of the night.
Full Stop's appeal is that the band adds to th
sound, rather than trying to distance itself fror
prevailing attitude of the crowd that evening w
mellow, friendly atmosphere. No one wanted i
they merely wanted to dance rhythmically and
troubles for awhile.
Full Stop gave energy without changing the
evening, a feat one would have previously tho
impossible.
Each band member contributed a different st
performance. Thompson's voice, which is moi
reggae, is an interesting element. Lead guitari;
Rosen thai has absolutely no energy, but his D
influenced leads give a very good added dimen
reggae lacks. And bassist Lyle Bullock brings
and a Prince style funk influence to the band.
Full Stop's final number, which features Bullo
crowd reached its energetic peak.
However, after Full Stop, the concert came i
Second up was Richmond's Awareness Art I
usually a very entertaining band. AAE perfect
of the evening, happiness and giving oneself c
And although Israel Vibration was billed as
singers," it was truly AAE who provided the s
band that tries to be one with the world. The b
cause their audience to become one with them
definitely the feel-good band of a feel-good nig
But AAE has seen better days. Sure, they ha
dreds and a definite Rasta spirit, but what reggi
doesn't? AAE previously impressed fans becau
playing and singing of guitarist Ras Mel, but r
they've changed their focal point to keyboardei
so much so that he is the "frontman.''
Granted, Olamina does have a magnetic stag
his vocals are very generic. Combined with the
role of Ras Mel's guitar, AAE becomes a gene
band.
Guitar was practically non-existent during tf
and this was a definite minus, especially comp
Rl
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Left: Awareness Art Ensemble's
keyboarder, Ojuleba,
encourages the crowd to get
into the beat of the music.
Above: AAE lead vocalist
Olamina carefree attitude
mirrored the casual atmosphere
last Wednesday night at Trax
bar in Charlottesville.
Right: Senior Jerry Thompson
leads Full Stop on vocals as the
JMU band dominated the spirit
of reggae at Bob Marley Day.

: stage presence, but
ih the decreased
generic reggae
ing the AAE set,
compared to Full
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Professional musician discusses
past with Miami Sound Machine

Victor Lopez addresses JMU students on the tips and downs of life in the music business.

Article by
SaraHammel

Photo by
Tee Morris

If there is one thing musician Victor
Lopez wants to get across to JMU
students, it's that the music business is
extremely tough, even for the most
talented.
Victor Lopez, former member of
Miami Sound Machine, spoke with
students Friday about music industry
as well as his past with Miami Sound
Machine. The Music Industry
Association sponsored his appearance.
Before his involvement with this
Latin sounding group, Lopez was
playing trumpet with another Latin
group in Miami and freelancing in
clubs as well. That was where Emilio
Estefan, Gloria Estefan's husband end
the band's percussionist, first saw
Lopez in a club J'busting his chops
playing the trumpet" as Lopez put it
Two years later, Lopez accepted
Estefan's offer to join Miami Sound
Machine.
Lopez then traveled around with the
band from 1980 to 1988. He helped
arrange and compose songs such as
"Conga," one of his favorites and the
hit which made the band famous.
"You have to love it — it's such a
happy and upbeat song," Lopez said.
During these busy early years, he also
was a band leader for a high school in
Miami. Lopez managed to do all this
with the support of the school's
principal, who thought Lopez's work
made him popular with the students.
Lopez stayed at that school for seven
years, and presently he is the vice
principal at another high school in
Miami. He hopes to become principal
at a school in the area in the next few
years, but he says he will always have
his musical ties.
One of his musical ties is JMU
instructor Robert Smith, who helped
him get his first songpublished on
with Columbia.
In addition to his job in Miami,
Lopez also speaks at various colleges,
most of them located in Florida.
But Lopez said he loved the JMU
atmosphere and compared it to Miami.
"There are the little things you
notice, like you walk down the hall..
. and there are coats hanging, and
purses and stuff.... in Miami, it's
like, you do that and they're gone.
They're outta there," he said with a
chuckle.
He was especially impressed with the
JMU Music Building itself,
emphatically calling it "awesome."
JMU was in turn very impressed
with him, and one campus band
requested that he listen t * a
LOPEZ page 27
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Jazz
Ellington Orchestra expands on early sound
music reporter
For five decades The Duke Ellington Orchestra has
preserved and expanded on the music of one of the
most prominent jazz composers of the 20th century
— Duke Ellington.
This Wednesday at 8 p.m. The Duke Ellington
Orchestra will perform in Wilson Hall under the
direction of Ellington's son. Mercer.
Mercer Ellington began leading the band in 1974
and continued its success with "Digital Duke," the
winner of a Grammy Award for Best Big Band Jazz
Instrumental Album in 1988.
"We arc not a ghost band. What we're doing is
musically worthy,'' Ellington said.
Richard Castiglione, director of JMlTs orchestra,
said the performance is a good opportunity for many
students to hear some of Duke Ellington's work
performed in its original form.
"Here is a father handing down one of the greatest
jazz institutions of the century to his son,"
Castiglione said.
Ellington describes the orchestra's performance as "a
biography of Duke Ellington himself."
Ellington said the band members have changed over
the years, though he maintains that the new members
are carefully selected.

COURTESY OF RNE ARTS SERIES

Mercer Ellington will lead Wednesday's concert.
"You can't possibly keep the same sound once you
change the people," Mercer said. "Duke Ellington
wrote with the man in mind, not the instrument"
"We're still adhering to each generation as suggested
by Duke Ellington," Ellington said. "What you find
is a great amount of authenticity in our music."
Ellington said occasionally his audiences expect to

mim
THE ONLY PLACE TO LIVE

3 Bedrooms For 5 Students
Each Bedroom Has Its Own Balcony or Patio
2 Full Baths
Large Living Area
Range, Refrigerator & Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer
A Quick 8 Minute Walk to Campus
Located on South Main Street

^ty.bicofHarrisonbwvl I ^M HQJS§§&
and Garden**

OPEN HOUSE WEDNESDAY 2-4 PM
434-1876

hear the original Duke Ellington sound, especially
Duke's popular hit "Mood Indigo."
"I've had people complain about 'Mood Indigo.'
They're recalling the record. We have another way of
presenting it. It's not really a change, we just expose
another side of Ellington that that particular audience
may not be familiar with," Ellington said.
The Duke Ellington Orchestra has performed in
every country of the world with the exception of two
South American countries. Mercer Ellington said the
group tours well together.
"We're just like a family — fight every day. No, we
do really get along well," Ellington said.
Ellington began performing in 1928 and was
conducting the orchestra even before his father's death.
Mercer said he wants the band to make his father's
religious and classical music as famous as Duke's jazz
songs like "Sophisticated Lady" and "Solitude."
"I want to make certain that he will be accepted as
not just a jazz musician but a great musician,"
Ellington said.
Priscilla Smith, box office manager for the Fine
Arts Series, said, "I understand from some jazz fans
that it's gotten even better from the original band,"
The Duke Ellington Orchestra will be performing
this Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Tickets may be reserved by calling 568-7000. Cost
for senior citizens, students with ID and children is $6
while the tickets for the general public are $10.

The Board of Visitors

b*

of

James Madison University
...Invites undergraduates to apply for
the position of Student Member of the
Board of Visitors
Minimum Qualifications
- Sixty credit hours earned at James
Madison University
- A 3.00 cumulative grade point
average
- Currently registered for at least
twelve semester hours.
- Significant involvement in campus
activities.
Interested students may obtain an application in
the Office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs (Alumnae Hall, Room 107).
Applications should be returned in person by
the deadline, 5 p.m., February 28,1991.

■» *
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WHAT MORE YOU
CAN DO WITH A BAGEL!
DINNER: Philadelphia

LUNCH:

CHEESE
i T

TURKEY &
PROVOLONE

BREAKFAST
BAGELS!
EGG & CHEESE

IS

990

*w'nl. coupon • ENds 2/20/91

Recycling
Fact:

r ft

In 1979 there
were 18, 500
landfills.
Today, there
are 6,500 —
most of which
will be filled
up and closed
by 1995.

The Breeze is
contributing to
the recycling
effort
by
recycling all of
its office paper
as well as used
newspapers.
Recycling is the
one way we can
all
give
something back.
Consult your
local
yellow
pages for the
nearest recycling
agency.

V

■

Pick Up Through Valentine's Day
AlVje<* $15.00 Cupid • Mug, Candy, 4 Air-filled
ne^vS«ile
Balloons and 1 Matching
c
Mvlar Balloon

W £&

of A^oiiJ-

$2.59
*wiri« coupon • imk 2/20/91

arket Square East
in 7 Days a Week
Catch Buses A, B or C

564-0416

$25.00 Cupid • Bouquet including 2 Mylar
and 6 Latex Balloons
$35.00 Cupid • $25.00 Bouquet plus a 26"
'I Love You" Balloon

PAZAZZ

Add Sparkle and Life to Any Party
433-0900 • * Onters accepted.:thj^ygjv2/32/91 • ''m^ioU^MfUl"

Come see what
weVe got cookin'
Career opportunities with our two restaurant
chains have never looked better!
WflkortannftfiMffldi27rfiir

ASSISTANT RESTAURANT
MANAGERS
Doritmissikis otftmwitytDsmmexa^
Resume drop offdate:

FEBRUARY 18 & 19
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
RESTAURANT EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
If you'd Sfce rmre mfotmambefo^

(703)827-0320
MjbrBdcyWedeme^r

Chesapeake
Seafood

ppuse.
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CONTINUED from page 21

Stop. Bassist Chuck X and keyboarder Ojulcba were
more than adequate, and drummer Ernest Williams
was a definite spark, but as a band AAE failed to
impress. Perhaps the band members were devoting
themselves to the pure reggae sound of Bob Marley
that night. If so, they failed to pull it off. The vibe
was there but not the sound. Only during AAE's last
number with Ras Mel's Jamaican vocals did AAE
meet its potential.
The promoters of Bob Marley Day saved the least
for last. Israel Vibration, billed as "Jamaica's
harmony trio" and backed by the lackluster Vibe*
Machine, thoroughly disappointed.
*
Not every reggae band can be as energetic as Full
Stop, especially when the band members seem almost
catatonic. The musicians of Israel Vibration needed
their pulses taken because on stage they were
practically comatose.
One song could not be distinguished from the next
Israel Vibration learned the basic reggae sound and
nothing else except slight speed changes. The playing
of the Vibe Machine was nondescript and the "soulful
singing" the emcee kept promising apparently was
the soulful singing of Jamaican mice.
Israel Vibration did not ruin the evening, because
the overwhelming air of the show was preserved. But
the involvement of the crowd was definitely least
during Israel Vibration. Sorry, Bob.
Bob Marley day, however, was a success because it
provided a brief respite for a full house at Trax from
the toils of life and the world. All three bands, despite
their shortcomings, showed that the entire reggae
attitude is one the world could learn from — being
happy, carefree and harmless.

VUHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

JMU band Full Stop opens for the Bob Marley Day concert last Wednesday in Chariottesville.

1991 SPRING HOUSING FAIR
Interested in Off-Campus
Living? Need a convenient
chance to compare some
options?
COME TO OUR
HOUSING FAIR!!
February 12
6-9:00pm
RC. Ballroom
Sponsored by the Center for Off-Campus Living, j
For more information call x6071
)

The JMU College of Fine Arts
and Communications
Presents
MUSIC CONCERT SERIES
"An Evening at the Symphony"
The JMU Orchestra features
Mahler's tragic "Kindertotenlieder" (Songs on the Death
of Children), sung by mezzo
soprano Sandra Cryder, and the
exhilarating Rachmaninoff "Second Piano Concerto," performed
by the dynamic young pianist.
Eric Ruple. Let music touch the
depth of yo\ir emotions!

Wilson Hall Auditorium
James Madison University

Tues., Feb. 19
8:00 pm Reserved Seating
$6.00 General Admission
$4.00 w/JMUI.D., Senior
Citizens and
Children 12 & Under
Sponsored by the JMU Department of Music
For Tickets call 568-7000
<;

w
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Supply Sales!!
Memorex 90 minute cassettes $0.99
Radio Shack Super Alkaline AA 4 pack batteries
$2.19

il-

Denison Hi-liter $0.59

f

A.C.E s Bartending Academy
Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs

.' »

o
2
6
6

200 ct. imprinted computer paper $6.95—
Boxed envelopes 100 (3 5/8x6 1/2) $0.891
Boxed envelopes 50 (41/8x9 1/2) $0.89.
Filler Paper 200 count $1.79
Distress alarm $16.95 *—^——m
Special Sale! Marching Royal Dukes 1989
Cassettes $4.00
CD's $8.00

Learn how to make your favorite drinks and
much more
Open to All Ages - *Experience Bartending
Training
Eight hours hands-on experience
February 18 & 20,25 & 27 8:30 -10:30 pm
Certificate, recipe book.
$40.00 - Make checks payable to ACE ,
P.O. Box 3789 or 125
Call Ken or Kurtis at 564-1742 for more info

4
3
2i

Kolor Kodes double pocket portfolio
$0.69 ——————

FLEX

WEEKDAYS 1 1A.M. TO 8P.M.
WEEKENDS 12P.M. TO 8P.M.

CCO IS BACK!

CATERING AVAILABLE

KIND SUBS FROM THE DELI
all with clips ma pickle
FULL HAH
Lfl
...4.»5
HAM Mi
Thinly sliced boiled nam wilh Swiss cheese lettuce lomalo
ana mayo
TLRKEY SUB
4.05 l.*»
Topped with Pfovoione lettuce lomalo and mayo
ROAST BEEF SUB
5.7$
3.50
The imest roast betl cooked rare and shaved daily with
Swiss lettuce, tomato, onions and Tiger sauce
COMBO SUB
——.
5.1* 1.40
Roast Peel, ham and turkey with lettuce, lomalo and mayo
ITALIAN SUB,5.35 1.40
spicy combination of Ham Cappocoila. salami and turkey
with Provoione. lettuce, lomalo and our own basil oil
CHEESE SUB
M« IM
A vtgalanans dthgni with metied Swiss, American and
Provoktne Chaoses lopped wilh trash onions, green pep
pers. mushrooms, lettuce and lomalo
TH E MONSTER
S.«* J.W
Our king tub wilh roasl bett. turkey, salarm and Ham Cappocoila covered with Swiss and Provotone and finished wrth
lettuce and tomato. Scooby Doo and Shaggy would be
proud oi this one

SANDWICHES
all with Chips and Pickle
on your choice ol Rye. Wheat. While or Kaiser roll
ROAST »EEF
«.*•
With Tiger sauce, cole slaw and lomalo
HAM AND SWISS
2.75
With lettuce, lomato and mayo
TURKEY AND PROVOLON1 ,
Wrm lettuce lomalo and mayo
CHICKEN OR TUNA FISH SALADS .
MM lettuce and lomalo
tRARCAKl SANDWICH
W*Pi Mrsv sauce, kitmce * Kmelo

an

MONDAY
».. •

L

TUESDAY

4P.M. TO 8P.M.
WEEKENDS 12P.M. TO 8P.M.

2

.50 DELIVERY CHARGE FOR

601 N. MAIN ST.

ORDERS LESS THAN $5 /"\

HOME OF THE KIND SUB!

SALADS
Made I'esh daily
Dressings accompany salads French itai.an Aanch v
Bleu Cheese add 30
CHEF SALAD
J.ee
Fresh etisp letluce with shrimp, ham and turkey cherry
tomatoes carrots cucumbers, red onion, mushrooms
hroccoii green peppers. Cheddar cheese and crackers
GARDEN SALAD
155
Crisp lettuce cucumber, carrots and cherry tomatoes

A

'

fcf
WEEKDAYS 1 1A.M. TO 2P.M. 8t *""sfc
FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE:

STORE HOURS:

2
6
6

BARBECUE
RICHMOND STYLE PORK IRQ PLATTER _
__1.7S
1/3 a) of our own BBQ served on a Kaiser roll with cole slaw
and your choice ol 2 from: potato salad, baked beans, hush
puppies or tries its a meal1
RIQ SANDWICH
I
1.75
R1Q SUR
Halt 3.13 Fall 3.55
A hefty portion ol Pork BBQ with our own slaw and lomalo
IRQ SUB W/ TURKEY OR HAM
Half 4.00 Fall * 10
RIQ SHRIMP (a saest fee aay seafood low!
>«
1/4 ». of succulent large shrimp Iron, the gnu
■ ■Q CHICKEN
,
1.73
HaH a Bird, smoked and spiced belore it ever has our gull

STEAMED SHRIMP FLATTER -S.»5
1/3 lb steamed spiced shrimp with crab salad and potato
salad.
COMRO PLATTER
3.5)9
Your choice ol 3 dWerent salads from: Shrimp, Crab.
Chicken Tunalish Potato or Cole slaw
THE NEPTUNE
a—j-ti* J.ee
«-»■ Half 3.50 Fell 5.55
Your Chorea ol Shrimp, runatleh and Crab salads (pick 2)
with lettuce and lomalo on any bread
PLUS: Fresh sealood dally including Shrimp {an sues).
Clame. Oysters. Fish Filets and Crabs

Ml Captain 'aka'a itmfood it gumrmnleed frtth!

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

WEDNESDAY
SPECIAL

Richmond style
pork BBQ Platter
.50 cents off

Full combo
sub only
$4.75

Buy any sandwich
get one of comparable
value at half price

SOFT DRINKS OF ALL KINDS AVAILABLE

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

•BIRD DAY*

SPECIAL

Buy one BBQ chicken
half, get the second
at half price

Crabcake Sandwich
only $3.25

SPECIALS
EXPIRE
FEB.
21ST

r r r .1

M
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Lopez
CONTINUED from page 22

Latin-sounding song the band had
composed called "South of the Border."
Members of the band Everything
received Lopez's advice on sound
mixing and production for their next
demo tape, and band member Mark
Reinhardt reported that Lopez cracked a
smile when he heard "South of the
Border." His words of encouragement
to the young band were to "Keep at it
and don't give up."
Reinhardt felt the guest speaker's
warnings about the perseverance,
patience and luck needed to make it in
the music business helped him see the
reality of what lies ahead for him and
his band. He said the band is now ready
to work even harder to achieve the
goals it has set
Toward the end of the forum Lopez
was asked what he thought of the
Miami Sound Machine changing its
name to Gloria Estefan and The Miami
Sound Machine. He said he knew it
was coming from the beginning.
All through the times of struggling,
"Emilio Estefan wanted his wife to
have the spotlight, to be the star,"
Lopez said.
Lopez did not think Gloria has an
ego problem, despite her position in
the spotlight. The ego, Lopez said.

belongs to her husband Emilio, who
was responsible for removing Gloria's
co-singer so that his wife would have
more prominence.
Lopez also was unsatisfied with
Emilio's involvement in the musical
aspect of the group. Marketing, he
said, was what Estefan excelled in.
"Emilio barely knew how to play the
conga drums ... he messed around
with maracas a little, but that's about
the size of it"
But Lopez did give Emilio credit for
being instrumental in the group's
success.
"Emilio Estefan is a very street
smart person who promoted the group
to where they are performing now,"
Lopez said. "You might be the greatest
act on this planet, but if someone
doesn't market you and promote you,.
. . you're going to stay at home, and
that's it.
"I left the band because things were
not working out for me financially."
Lopez said. They were working out
for Emilio and Gloria but not for the
rest of the band."
Despite the difficulties with Sound
Machine and the patience needed for
success, Lopez said he has few regrets.
"If I could go back and do it all
again, would I?
"I would have to say, 'Yes, I
would.™

Computer Sales !
Complete line of IBM and
Macintosh hardware at
educational prices!

Limited quantity in stock
$3295
(system price)
Mac nsi HD 40 CPU, 2MB RAM
Apple High Res 13" color monitor
Apple Keyboard
Mac Write, Harvard Graphics, and more
software in stock!
Special Sale price ! 3M 3 1/2M DSDD
diskettes $0.99
(hardware and software sales available only to students, staff,
and faculty)

FLEX

k

Mon. and Wed. Sam - 7pm
fties-\ Thurs., Fri. 8am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm

Art
February 11-22
• "Paintings by Whitney
McBride," paintings by a JMU
graduate student, Artworks
Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Photography by Ann Wine,"
an undergraduate exhibition,
The Other Gallery, Zirkle
House.

February 11-March 1
• "New VliglnU Furniture,"
traditional pieces expanding
to the contemporary, Sawhill
Gallery.
• "Chaotic Harmonies:
Photographs by Marjorie
Berfcson Slevers," abstract
color photographs, New Image
Gallery, Zirkle House.

Literature
February 11
• Don Johnson, poet, professor
and editor journal of the Sports
Literature Association in
Tennessee

Music
February 13
• Duke Ellington Orchestra,
big band sound and jazz,
conducted by Ellington's
son, Mercer Ellington, Wilson
Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.,
general public, $10, children
12 and under, senior
citizens, and those with JMU
ID, $6. Call 568-7000 for info
and tickets.

February 15-17
• "Mozart Medleys, opera,
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium,
Fri. and Sat., 8 p.m., Sunday,
3 p.m. Tickets sold at the
door.

Theater
February 12-13
• Auditions for Director's
Workshop, Rm. 11, Theatre II,
4:307:30 p.m.

February 13-17
• The Comedy of Errors, play,
Wed.-Sat., 8 p.m., Sat. and
Sun., 2 p.m., Theatre II, $3.

Lunch Buffet

AH you can e^^i^rllTOt w£|gies. SOUP of
the dasgftJiSmemade breads^fe|Id pasta
sarf. and other Ednas fiiilrWr
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Rub-a-dub-dub, Relax in your own tub!
FREE CABLE!
-With 4 signed leases per unit by March 1,1991 -(5 hook-ups, includes each bedroom and the living room)
Includes HBO, Home Team Sports, MTV, VH1, CNN, C-SPAN, ESPN, Major Networks, etc.
In addition to the full-size
The Commons
bathtubs, The Commons Phase
*r.t 11
Apartment Phase II
I & II (48 new units) offers two
PURCELL
PARK
complete baths with full-length
are now
JAMES
MADISON
mirrors, studio lighting, and large
'■8j
UNIVERSITY
renting...FAS77
vanity in each unit! All units at
Call The Commons at|
THE
The Commons include four
COMMONS,
bedrooms with double beds, two
432-0600
spacious baths, patios/balconies,
and get off campus
'N
wall-to-wall carpet, dishwasher,
this fall!
microwave oven, full-size
washer/dryer, garbage disposal,
Office Hours
and free sewer and water!
M-F 9-5
Plus: Full-time Maintenance Staff!

*.

Sat & Sun 11-5

w l'.«i K.|«Ki. x,.j st'IHI.'*i*>V

19/11/2

1

VVJ ... -
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A challenging future ..

Peace Corps offers opportunity, adventure
~ltcffwriter
During a presidential election campaign speech
in 1960, John F. Kennedy declared:
There is not enough money in all America to
relieve the misery of the underdeveloped world in
a giant and endless soup kitchen. But there is
enough know-how and knowledgeable people to
help those nations help themselves."
In March of 1961, four months after Kennedy
was elected, he established the Peace Corps.
Twenty years later volunteers are still a
dedicated and committed force in Third World
countries.
For former Peace Corps Volunteers, their two
years abroad in underdeveloped countries are ones
they will never forget
Dr. Janice Piedmont, a chiropractor in
Harrisonburg, began a family
health
program
in
the
Philippines in 1979. Only
a few years out of
college,
she
remembers being
the
only
American on
the island and
being
responsible
for identifying
and working
to
improve
health
conditions.
T.
have
wonderful
memories,"
she
says. "Joining the
Peace Corps was the
best thing I could have
done. It gave me freedom
and a new perspective.
1 got to see how the rest of the world
lives," Piedmont says. "I gained valuable strengths
learning to function in a different environment. To
this day I see the effects of serving, especially in
dealing with my patients."
Elizabeth Sheeran, mother of a JMU student,
was a volunteer promoting prenatal and child
health in Malaysia before she became a pediatric
nurse during the Vietnam War. Presently working
on her graduate degree in dietetics, Sheeran is
considering going back into the Peace Corps.
"I joined in the time of Kennedy. I wanted
adventure. Learning to live on my own — that was
the biggest adjustment [It] really developed my
personality," Sheeran says.
"It really was a unique way to live, being totally
immersed in the culture. I really gained an
appreciation for other cultures," she says.

Sheeran added that though the Peace Corps
slogan "It's the toughest job you'll ever love" is
true, she is a little hesitant to recommend it to
students now because, she believes, American
citizens are not as popular around the world as
they once were. This opinion is actualized as
volunteers have been recently pulled out of
countries in and around the Middle East
As well as emotional growth and opportunities
to travel, the Peace Corps also offers more tangible
benefits to volunteers. Returned Peace Corps
volunteers and recruiters. Dale Tickner and Dale
Robinson plan to emphasize to JMU students that
working in the Peace Corps for two years can
increase students' chances in the job market and
help them to attain acceptances and scholarships
from graduate schools.
"Peace Corps Volunteers are also very attractive

in the business world," Tickner says. "Employers
see that they have a second language, the ability to
overcome great challenges, and practiced
management skills."
Robinson says, "Lately, it seems as if the world
is becoming a smaller place. Yet having an
international experience is rare to most Americans.
Employers are locking for people with
international exposure."
In addition to resuml benefits, former Peace
Corps Volunteers are given "non-competitive
eligibility," or priority, for jobs with the federal
government The Peace Corps also provides living
expenses and puts aside $200 a month for two
years for the volunteer for readjustment upon
completion of their project.
Tickner and Robinson say they are putting

special emphasis on contacting biology, physics,
chemistry, education and health science majors.
"Anybody with this kind of major we are dying
to meet, dying to get an application into their
hands," Tickner says.
Tickner added that although science and health
majors are more in demand, there are several
things liberal arts majors can do to improve their
application.
"Intensively studying a foreign language,
especially French or Spanish; doing continued
volunteer work, health related course work; and
holding [related] jobs will make you stand out,"
Tickner says.
"The time between applying and getting an
assignment is anywhere from one to two years, so
liberal arts majors can do a lot to improve their
application while they are in the process."
Because the Peace Corps application
process is so competitive and takes
such a long time, Tickner
suggests that sophomores
and juniors interested
in being Peace Corps
Volunteers after
graduation
should apply
now.
Robinson
was
a
political
science major
before joining
the
Peace
Corps. He was
responsible for
organizing
a
community
forestry program
on a small island in
the Philippines.
"I joined the Peace Corps
for the adventure of it all. Going
away to another country to help the
people, you have not only a new lifestyle, but you
learn about yourself and your world," Robinson
says. "The Peace Corps makes opportunities
available to you to expand your future in so many
different ways."
The Peace Corps is actively seeking student
applicants to serve in countries requesting aid.
Recruiters will be on campus today and
Tuesday encouraging students to apply for "the
toughest job you'll ever love."
An information session will be held from 7 to 9
p.m. in Sonner Hall. Biology, chemistry, nursing,
physics, education, math, and health education
majors are encouraged to sign up for interviews in
Sonner Hall Tuesday from 1 to 4 pm. For more
information, call 1-800/424-8580, ext. 238 or
Career Services, at 568-6555.
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Not ready to battle the crowds at Dayton a?

New Zealand offers spring break alternative
Morgan Ashton
stqffwriter

Mist and sunlight jostle for control of this
subtropical zone between the Pacific Ocean and the
Tasman Sea.
The native Maori call New Zealand, "Aotcaroa," the
land of the long, white cloud, but the reversal of
seasons down under means that summer peaks in
February.
Flying into Auckland International Airport, the
green of the surrounding hillside and the softer jade of
Waitemata Harbor hint at a blend of Old England and
Polynesia found nowhere else.
Since this is, after all, an island country, or more
accurately, a two-island country, the beaches play a
large role in daily life. Yuletide cheer gave way to
annoyance this Christmas as thousands of Kiwis (as
they like to be called) headed for the beach and got
stuck in traffic.
Surfing beaches like Piha and Raglan on the North
Island and ML Hutt and Queenstown ski-resorts on
the South provide year-round amusement, and the
roads are usually clear. New Zealand emerged into the
20th century with a great part of its natural resources
intact. Large tracts of the. South Island are uninhabited
and untouched.
The largest city on the North Island, Auckland rests
in the arms of a dormant volcano. Across the harbor,
Rangitoto plays host to curious hitchhikers each year
eager to look into its sleeping maw.

MORGAN ASHTON/THE BREEZE

Auckland is often called The City of Sails.' Those sails are noticeably absent in this view of
Auckland from Westhaven.

Though not the capital, Auckland commands a local
chauvinism like that of New Yorkers, and like
Manhattan, the area was purchased at an incredible
price. The Tangata Whenua tribe sold the surrounding
territory to a missionary for 50 blankets and assorted
groceries in 1841.

Settled by English colonists in the 19th century
after the island's exploration by Captain Cook, it
remains dedicated to the ethic of the small fanner.
That individualism reveals itself in sports. Rugby
NEW ZEALAND page 31

Now you can afford to dream in color.

•',

If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh'system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're weD
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple* SupeTDrive,™ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-if s a Macintosh.

j inu
Warren Campus Center 568-6121
£, The power to be your best."
*•

eiMOApptoComoutttlnc *ooW ■» *OP* tote lad Macwto* m misled Wtr—W « «o«» Comom* mc SupfOm* and Th«
US-DOS i* a ••OHM'Wf WKfemv* <y Mcroto" Corporate* Oft/? >• a r*yata<*d trad*!** of M—■—I ■■*»■■ Mae*™. COTC-KB
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New Zealand
CONTINUED from page 30

retains a near-religious following in
New Zealand with Cricket and things
like bungi-jumping and skiing
following close behind.
The entire country observed a brief
period of mourning last year when the
Australian national rugby team beat
the Kiwi "All Blacks" in a
championship game. The "All Blacks"
went on to dominate teams fielded
against them by the French a few
months later amid feelings of national
relief.
One local wit caustically remarked
that emmigration from New Zealand to
Australia tended to raise the IQs of
both countries.
Kiwis, as they like to be called, take
sports seriously; it is just that much
more serious when the Australians, or,
for that matter, the Americans play
them.
The 40-meter racing yacht, KZ1, sits
on display in Auckland as a stirring
reminder of near-glory after it lost the
legal dispute over the 1988 America's
Cup Challenge. A new boat has
recently been shipped to San Diego for
"another go."
Thirty percent of a population
estimated at only 3 million people live
in or around Auckland. Some 60
million sheep dot the countryside.
It is an immensely safe country.

Photos by MORGAN ASHTON/THE BREEZE

Above: A K21 boat sits on display near the harbor. Right: The University of
Auckland's clock tower, as seen amidst the sub-tropical greenery.

although sometimes the headlines give
vent to fears of resurgent crime:
"Another Shotgun Seized," or, a
personal favorite, "Tot found in Beach
Barbecue Horror."
Downtown, Queen Street, commands
a selection of Japanese and Indonesian
restaurants with English Pubs parked
in between. Tongan islanders and Hong
Kong Chinese mix freely on streets
pounding with rap music.
The food is international, but there

Where are YOU Living Next Year?

are local favorites. The New Zealand
Green Mussel might be the country's
greatest edible contribution next to die
Kiwifruit. A monster of a shellfish
that averages 3 inches makes Atlantic
varieties look malnourished.
This is a land for relaxation, where
the work-ethic is tempered by antipodal
notions of knowing when to stop.
Kiwis are never so entranced with
progress that they can't stop for a
plunge in the surf or a sip of tea.

Harrisonburs Honda

Act now for savings
• ON-SITE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Always close by to answer questions, handle problems and
make life easier. Also on-site maintenance.

• 9 or 12 MONTH LEASES AVAILABLE
Avoid the headaches of subleases or keep the place all year
(9 mo. leases may be limited so call NOW!)

• FULL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

v

Swimming pool, Jacuzzi, tennis court, basketball and
weight room

• ALL THE AMENITIES YOU EXPECT
Self-cleaning range, refrig., disposal, laundry facilities,
fireplaces, ceiling fans, balconies and much more

2 or 3 Bedroom Apartments

OPEN
HOUSE
Wednesday
& Thursday
2-5 pm
Just follow
the signs

ID /C discount
(no minimum)
on vehicle maintenance

OFFERI NO
NEW PUBLIC
TRANS IT
SCHEDULES
TO HELP YOU
GET TO
CAMPUS.

mm

axe/*434-6166 __»_

i

i

i

i

'

AH Imports Accepted
Harrisonburq
JKSfi. Honda

103/431-1447
2675 S. Main Street
\HDIA M07I

Good through 3/22/91
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Present this Coupon
for

Knights

M^jP
10 Linda Lane
(across from Mkt
Square East)

433-6939

$5.00 off
Accommodation
Compliments of
the Knights Inn Motel

Ash Wednesday
Service
February 13 at
7:00 p.m.
Tidewater Room.

HAftMSONMIItt's
MU«C£

THE PLACE TO BE ON VALENTINE'S PAY.
4*4-1*67

*>LI

6HOOT FROM
THE HEADT

wee

Sponsored by
members oi' the
Intel faith Campus
Ministries

FEBRUARY
14TH

Based on Availability

Send your valentine a classified!
All valentine
classifieds 1/2
price!

Interested

in

newspaper
advertising
sales?

Make your valentine's classified special with^
HEARTS FOR A QUARTER!
You can place a heart in your Valentine classifieds for the Feb. 14 issue at
the low cost of 25$ per heart!!! Take a look at how effective they are in the
examples below:
^Heather-1 love you! Derek

vKathy-lloveyoulDave

JwVsJefl

t

You might even try this set-up for only $4!!! A one line personal containing four
hearts on top of a 30-character message Getters AND spaces count as characters):
Michael loves Sarah

Seepage 19

i
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HEAR YE,
HEAR YE!
Come one, come all
to the features staff
. meeting tonight!
7:30 p.m.
at The Breeze offices
located in the
basement of
Antbony-Seeger Hall
t »

Seven years ago, students at
JMU watched, much as they are
watching now, as political
institutions changed in America
and around the world.
In February of 1984 President
Ronald Reagan announced a plan
that would gradually pull U.S.
Marines out of Beirut Within
hours of the announcement, a
U.S. battleship fired on pro-Syrian
militia positions that had been
shelling Beirut, showing that the
United States was ready to aid the
unsteady government of Lebanese
President Amin Gemayel. After
the counter-attack, President
Reagan announced that the United
States would "stand firm to deter
those who seek to influence
Lebanon's future by intimidation."
That same week the 1984
Winter Olympics began in
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. The games
marked the second time the
Olympics have been held in a
communist country. The Feb. 9
issue of The Breeze described the
U.S.' team marching through the
stadium "clad in suede jackets.

Valentine Specials

blue jeans with red cuffs waving
white cowboy hats."
The Feb. 13 issue of The Breeze
ran a story announcing the
pending decision faced by Soviet
leaders as to the replacement of
Kremlin leader Yuri Andropov
after his death. Mikhail Gorbachev
was listed as one of the younger
and more unlikely possible
successors.
The same issue of The Breeze
covered the General Assembly's
action to increase the beer-drinking
age to 21. The bill had yet to be
approved by the Senate and House
of Delegates when SGA member
Beth Keslcr said raising the
drinking age "would not stop
drinking on college campuses and
would lead to wide-spread
disrespect for the law." That week
The Breeze ran two beer ads. Such
ads did not run after the bill was
made law in July of 1984.

— compiled by Kate
McFadden and Donna
Ragsdale

Store Hours
Mon - Fri. 7am - midnight
Sat.- Sun. 9am - midnight
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Spring Break Special

COIN LAUNDRY

For All New Customers

Located in Cloverieaf
Shopping Center. Do your
own laundry or let us wash, dry,
fold — 500 lb. Same day service.

Six 30 Minute Sessions
ONLY $23.95

DRY CLEANING
8 lb.-$10.00

OPEN 24 HOURS

Behind RJ'sGaHen Deli
Walking Distance From JMU!

Time must be used by
December 31,1991

434-0808

Attendant on duty all day until 5 pm
Expires 2-15-91
1 per customer

434-9005

Wednesday Free Little Caesar's Pizza
" Video Games • Video Game* • Video Garnet

0
CXRSDrEO^Oipscs and
any ftozuers and
arrangements earCy to
avoid O&lSPfl
• Delivery available
• Wire services available
• Balloon Bouquets

Village

We accept Major Credit Cards

433-7789
VjPukes Plaza, 2185 S. Main St,/

Interested
in
computer
graphics
and
design?

m
Seepage 19

An easy 10
minute walk
to campus.
(No hills to climb or
interstate to cross)

CALL TODAY! UNITS ALMOST CONE!

Olde Mill Village Offers:
•Furnished 4 bedroom apartments
•A desk in every room
•Two full bathrooms
•Large utility room with full size
washer and dryer
•Fully equipped kitchen including
microwave and dishwasher
•Spacious living area
•Deadbolts and doorviewers on ALL
apartments

434-1876

Catch a
sweetheart of
a deal, rent at
rOLDE

Plus:
•Lighted parking lot
• Basketball court
•Sunbathing area

c

Berkeky feBetter

'ealtv. Inc. of Harrisonburv I

MILL.

rlandGardena®,

1373 S.
Main St,
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Si •;u is
Dukes rebound with
88-65 win over ECU
Greg Abel

l HUNT/THE BREEZE

JMU's Steve Hood drives to the hoop for two of his game-high 22 points
against ECU Saturday. Hood hit seven of 12, but had no three-pointers.

Women swimmers place second,
men fourth in CAA championship
WILMINGTON,
N.C.—
American University swept the CAA
Men's and Women's Swimming and
Diving Championships this weekend
in Wilmington, N.C.
The JMU women's team, despite
leading by six points after the first
day of competition, was overtaken
by the Eagles Friday. American held
off the Dukes by a narrow 649-639.5
margin. JMU head coach Judy Wolfe
was named the CAA's women's
Coach of the Year.
The JMU men finished fourth
(536) behind American (729), East
Carolina
(577)
and
UNC-Wilmington (560).
Among the women's top finisher's

were the Dukes' Lottie Swanson
who finished first in the 200-yard
butterfly (2:07.69); tied for first in
the 100-yard butterfly (57.55); and
finished second in the 200-yard
individual medley with a time of
2:07.93. Swanson also took fourth
place in the 100-yard breaststroke
(1:07.94).
JMU's Cindy Walker placed first
in the 50-yard freestyle (24.55),
second in the 100-yard freestyle
(53.20) and fourth in the 100 fly
(58.39). Teammate Erin Donnell
finsihed second in the 200-yard
freestyle (1:54.83) and third in the
500-yard freestyle with a time of
SWIMMING page 39

assistant sports editor
With an embarrassing 67-50 loss at
Richmond and the long and hard
practices that followed on their minds,
the JMU men's basketball team
dismantled East Carolina 88-65 in
front of 7,100 fans at Convocation
Center Saturday night.
The win upped the Dukes record to
15-7 overall and 9-1 in the Colonial
Athletic Association. ECU fell to
10-12, 3-7.
After the Richmond defeat, which
ended the Dukes' nine-game winning
streak and was the team's lowest
scoring output in over four years, head
coach Lefty Driesell put the team
through an intense workout Thursday.
JMU point guard Fess Irvin said of
the practice, "It was long, we did a lot
of scrimmaging and ran about 30-some
sprints up and down the court." Irvin,
who notched 20 points against ECU
after scoring just two points on one of
eight shooting against the Spiders, said
his team used the Richmond game for
motivation.
"In a way, I thought the loss we had
at Richmond was good because it made
us realize we had to come out and play
hard every night," Irvin said. "So you
have to look at everything from a
positive aspect,"
Teammate Steve Hood, who led all
scorers with 22 points Saturday night,
was a bit more blunt about it.
"I didn't want to lose again because
of the practice we had Thursday," he
said.
JMU, as they have done often this
year, grabbed a big lead early against
the Pirates. The Dukes scored 25 of the
contests first 31 points en route to a
42-25 halftime lead. In that first half,
Irvin led the way with 14 points, eight
of which came from the foul line.
"I took the ball to the hole," Irvin
said. "I was a liule bit more aggressive
and basically I played my role. I was
determined not to have two bad games
in a row and I didn't."
What JMU was able to do against
the Pirates that they haven't been able
to do on several occasions this year is
hold onto their early lead. In the two
teams' first meeting this year on Jan.
12 in Greenville, N.C, the Dukes
built a 35-23 first half lead but had to
rally from a 56-50 deficit in the second
half to pull out a 72-68 win.

built upon their lead in the second half
and never let ECU get closer than 13
points. Driesell said the difference had
to do with intensity.
"I thought we played excellent
defense and ran our offense well," he
said. "I thought we played with a lot of
intensity, poise and confidence."
Another difference between the first
and second game between the teams
was the play of ECU guard Steve
Richardson. In the first meeting,
Richardson bumed the Dukes for 32
points. But he played only five
minutes Saturday night and was held
scoreless. Much has changed for the
sophomore since the first meeting with
the Dukes.
Richardson was suspended for three
games due to personal differences with
head coach Mike Steele following the
Pirates' Jan. 14, 74-72 loss to George
Mason. Before the suspension,
Richardson was averaging better than
18 points per game and among
national leaders in three-point field
goals per game. Since his
reinstatement, however, his playing
time has decreased dramatically as have
his scoring totals.
Richardson, who was zero for one
against JMU, has hit on only five of
his last 36 shots and averaged just 2.8
points per game since his
reinstatement.

"[Richardson's] really been
struggling with his shooting since he
came back," Steele said. "He struggled
with it in practice, he's snuggling with
playing."
The Dukes, who appeared to be
without peer in the conference before
the Richmond loss, now are seeing a
resurgent Richmond team. The Spiders
(15-8, 7-3) stomped American 79-59
Saturday night, winning their ninth
game in 10 outings.
Irvin said those who expected JMU
to simply breeze through the CAA
were not thinking realistically.
"I think for people to think we
should win by 15 or 20 points is
wrong, because any team that gets five
players fired up and motivated to come
out and play you hard, they're going to
make it a game," Irvin said. "I think
when we played Oklahoma (JMU lost
64-61), that's an example of us being
up for a game."
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SPORTSHIGHUGKTS
Michaelsen's three-pointers lead
Dukes to 17th straight win
Senior forward Jeanine Michealsen hit on six of
six three points attempts and scored a career high
26 points Saturday night in leading the JMU
women's basketball team to its school record 17th
straight win.
The Dukes, coming off of their 71-54 win over
defending Colonial Athletic Association champion
Richmond Wednesday, needed overtime to beat East
Carolina 74-68 in Greenville, N.C. JMU, which
led 33-24 at the half, shot just 38 percent from the
field for the game. The Dukes improved to 19-2
overall, 7-0 in the CAA. ECU fell to 9-10,3-5.
Michaelsen, who also added five rebounds and a
career-high seven assists, was followed in scoring
for JMU by junior forward Elnora Jones who netted
15 points and grabbed eight boards.
The Pirates were led by junior forward Tonya
Hargrove, who poured in a game high 32 points on
10 of 23 shooting from the field and 12 of 15
shooting from the free throw line.
The Dukes will look to build on their school
record winning streak tonight as they take on
UNC-Wilmington in Wilmington.

JMU wrestlers 0-3 at Princeton
The JMU wrestling team, plagued by injuries to
the balance of their starting matmen, dropped three
matches over the weekend at Princeton. The 3-12
Dukes fell to Yale 23-9, Princeton 24-15 and Rider
45-2.
The top-performer for JMU at the meet was
134-pound freshman Brian Conly, who went 2-0-1.
Conly picked up an 11-5 decision over Yale's Jeff
Landesberg, an 8-1 decision over Princeton's Chris
Ackerman and a 9-9 tie with Rider's Bob Aceto.
Conly was the only JMU wrestler not to lose to
Rider.
JMU wrestlers who went 2-1 over the weekend
were 118- pounder Keith Taylor, 126-pounder Dan
Durso and heavyweight George Sucher.

STAT OF THE DAY
East Carolina freshman point guard Lester
Lyons, who scored 16 points against the Dukes
Saturday and had 20 in the teams' first meeting
Jan. 14. is a shoe-in for CAA Rookie of the Year.
The 6-foot-2 guard is the only conference player to
be ranked in the leaders of five different statistical
categories, including scoring, where he is
averaging 18 points per game.

Lester's stats
• Seventh in the Colonial in field goal
percentage (49.4), third in steals (2.1
spg), eigth in assists (3.0 apg) and
eight in free-throw accuracy (77.9).
• Has scored in double figures in every
game and has led Pirates in scoring 14
times.
•Had 23 points against nationally-ranked
Duke. He has scored over 20 points in
seven games.
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JMU Results
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
James Madison (74)
Harris 4-110 0 8. Cmthird 2-12
3-9 7, Semite 2-7 0-0 6.
McCracken 3-8 0-0 7, Gilmore
0-1 3-6 5, Michealsen 9-18 2-2
26, E. Jones 5-8 5-615. HanHson
1-2 0-0 2. Totals 26-67
13.23—74.

East Carolina (68)
Gray 0-6 2-2 2. Hargrove 10-23
12-15 32, Grace 2-5 3-4 7,
O'Donnell 5-8 2-3 13, Small 1-9
0-0 2, Addison 0-0 0-0 0. Dupree
2-7 6-9 8. Jones 0-1 2-2 2. Totals
20-5927-35—68.
Halftone - JMU 33, East Carolina
24. Three point goals - JMU 9-13
(Michealsen 6-6, Schulcr 2-4,
McCracken 1-3); East Carolina
1-2 (O'Donnell 1-1, Small 0-1).
Fouled out - None. Rebounds JMU 44 (Cruthird 10); East
Carolina 42 (Grace 9). Assists JMU 22 (Schuler 8); East Carolina
8 (O'Donnell 5).
A—300.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
James Madison (88)
Coles 6-13 4-5 16, Nichols 3-8
1-2 7. Chambers 2-3 0-1 4, Irvin
6-9 8-9 20. Hood 7-12 8-10 22,
McGuffin 0-1 2-2 2, Dorsey 0-0
0-0 0. Brown 3-3 3-5 9. Bostk
0-0 0-0 0, Fedor 1-1 1-1 3, Ritter
2-2 1-2 5. Totals 30-52
28-37—88.
East Carolina (65)
Overton 0-1 0-0 2, Armstrong 0-1
0-0 0, Copeland 2-4 0-1 4, Lyons
6-12 3-4 16, House 4-9 1-2 12,
Childress 1-10-02, Richardson
1-10-0 0. Perlich 2-6 2-3 8, Love
4-6 3-4 11. Brightwell 0-10-00,
Brown 0-2 0-0 0, Jokinen 4-7 2-3
10. Totals 24-53 11-17—65.
Halftime— JMU 42, East Carolina
25. Three-point goals— JMU 0-4
(Hood 0-2, McGuffin 0-1, Nichols
0-1); East Carolina 6-15 (House
3-6, Perlich 2-6. Lyons 1-3).
Fouled out— East Carolina
(Copeland 3:51). Rebounds JMU
28 (Nichols 7); East Carolina 26
(Copeland 5). Assists— JMU 17
(Nichols 5); East Carolina 10
(Lyons 3, Childress 3). Totals
fouls— JMU 17, East Carolina
26.
A—7.100.

MEN'S
TRACK AND HELD
Hardee's Invitational
Morgantown, W V
February 9, 1991
55-meter dash— 2. Kelly
Hawkins, 6.34. With his time he
moves to third on the JMU
all-time list.
4X800-meter relay— 1. Robert
Hoadley, Claud Gibson, Phil
Dickinson, Matt Holthaus,
7:51.0.

FENCING
JMU 15. Florida 1
JMU 11. N.C. State 5
UNC 11, JMU 5
February 9.1991
Chapel Hill. N.C.
JMU combined bout records:
Elaine Schoka
10-2
Kristin Kidd
8-4
Lynn Mulhern
9-3
Stephanie Kiefer
4-11
JMU record: 8-3

ARCHERY

Navy
James Madison

257.30
227.95

Top JMU finishers:
Floor exercise—McDonald, 9.0.
Pommel Horse— David Williams,
W&M 9.55. Top JMU: 4. Onuska
8.05.
Still rings— Bedford, 8.7— 10th.
Vault— McDonald, 8.7— 14th
Horizontal bar— Bedford, 8.6.
Parallel Bars—Onuska, 8.45—
14th.
All Around— Onuska, 49.05—
10th; Bedford, 48.0— 11th.

WOMEN'S
TRACK AND HELD
Hardee's Classic
February 9, 1991
55-meter hurdles— 3. Davida
Walker, 8.26.
4X 100-meter relay— 4. Bates,
Schlemmer, Brown. Allen.
4:11.0.
DisL Medley Relay— 3. Taylor,
Ross, Frieda, 12:35.7.
55-meter dash— 5. Beck, 7.23.
Long jump— 6. Hill, 17" 8".
400-meter— 6. Bates, 58 55.
200-meter— 6. Beck, 26.36.

Perm Indoor Tournament
College Division
Men's
1. Jeff Koch
556
2. Rich Dewey
544
3. Andy Puckett
543
Women's
1. Kim Preston
541

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS
JMU 180.65, Rutgers 180.60
Top finishers in events:
Vault— 1. (tie) Williams, Murphy
(JMU), 9.2.
Uneven bars— 1. Liposky (JMU),
9.2.
Balance beam— 1. Halpin (JMU),
9.65 school record.
Floor exercise— 1. Williams
(JMU). 9.45.
All-around— 1. Mills (Rutgers),
36.95, 2. Murphy (JMU) 36 JO.

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Quad Meet at Temple,
Philadlephia, Pa.
February 9. 1991
Team standings:
Perm State
Temple

277.10
27X20

WOMEN'S TENNIS
JMU 5. Va. Tech 3
February 8,1991
Blacksburg. Va.
Singles:
1. Pino (JMU) dShifleU
6-3,4-6,6-3.
2. Seward (Tech) d. Higgins (JMU)
6-1,6-4.
3.Liberskre (Tech) d. Smith (JMU)
6-1,6-7 7-5.
4. Bousselaire (JMU) d. Baited
(Tech) 6-4,6-0.
5. Craybas (JMU) d. Gauion
(Tech) 6-4,6-3.
6. Wilder (JMU) d. Davis (Tech)
6-2,7-5.
Doubles:
1. Shiftlel/Seward d.
Pino/Higgms 6-7,6-4,6-4.
2. Bousselaire/Wilder d.
Rush/Baited 6-0,6-1.
3. No #3 doubles played.

SPORTS WATCH
all home events in bold
Monday

Men's basketball vs.
UNCW, 7:30 pjn.
Women's basketball at UNCW
[Wilmington, N.C.J, 7:30 pjn.
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THE FAR SXX/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/Bill Watterson
XOU JUST CAHT EVER BE
TOO OREfUL.^.

"~7

. ,My God'. )^y'ue cKosen
V-he seven of' CLU&5J.. A superb**
iA/ill hegin arvwxio certui Asian cultures *at y
h»rn, *n?n grour3 up into « -froc pauflkr, is *e
source of a pomttul aftoocLskK ant -Hut Mef
.will in turn cane a great demanduMth wlf"
/ give rise Ibadepraw^merciWsj^oupof
professional K.llerj who vy.ll h^f you dwi
\ cur off your horn,and |M«e ^ur
(carom -Tor-the buzzards' '
Yoa ARE DCOAfED/

1

Ij-Ud^
llhlSy*

IfeHEt, UWE tX) SEEN MY
GLASSES? I CrVW F(H0
TMEM NWrMERE.

SCVZ/BobWhisonant

M

Ofc, TVE VOICE WAS
* UUUt WWW, BOtl
TWTS ST\IL OHE
Ofc«N SARCASTIC
K\0 fCRE RAISING

"Oh, my! Cindy! This looks exquisile!... And look,
Frank — It even has a cheeseball stuffed In Its
mouth!"
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TORRENT

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

r - 2 rooms avatabto. Hunters
Ridge. Liz/Amy, 434-0264.

Detsun 1174 2Sfc - Needs
$1.S00mest offer. Tony. 433-6198.

work.

Untoenky Court Townhouse - Fuly
furnished, 4 BRs avalabto tor fal -91.
$185/mo. Each. Cal Pat. (703) 281-2712.

Poet Tabte
4334196.

Tony,

Excedenl Location - Acmes from the
hospital. 8 BR. 2 kitchens, 2-1/2 baths,
laundry. $i.500rmo., no uutties paid, nopals,
prater lemates. June 1 team 433-1044
5 BR Apt. - 5 minute walk to campus on S
Main St. Furnished $210: unfurnished $185.
Cal after 6 pmtor appoint meot. 434-3509
1 BeoYoom Apartment
(Quirt, No Parlies)
Month to Month LMM
$315 (Ask About our Winter Specs*)
Dutch mi Court (4 Blocks to JMU)
434-2100

4 Bfl I 3 BR Unfurnished Apt - 10 minute
wak to campus on S. Main St. $125/BR Cal
ater 6 pm tor appointment 434-3500
Roommate Needed - For -91--82 school
year. Large 2 BR townhouse at Hot/ Court
Furnished 2 minutes from campus. S20Vmo.
MtchaeL 432-9088.
ROOM Avaeable For 1 non-smoking tomato.
Great house on Campbell St. Short wak to
campus. Cal Leslie, 564-1868

Avslebte to Forest Mb - For
non-smoking tomato trough May 31. Cal Suzi
433-3866.
ROOM

University Ptoce - 3 BR condo. Available
Aug. 15 $800. Can 434-2949.

3 BR Apt.
Available Aug. 16
Almost new 3 large BRs, lots of
large closets, 1-1/2 baths. DW,
disposal, air, well insulated, large!
yard. 3rd BR comfortably accomodates 2 people. 3 or 4 quiet,
non-partiers. $600-$650.3 min.
by bus on Dutchmill Court.

434-2100
Female, Madison Square Townhouse Fumised. W/D, 3 baths, 3 BRs. 3 blocks from
JMU. Available August 1901. Year tease.
434-1040.433-3942. $150.
- $18Srno., near campus on Campbell
St., shan house wi* 4 girls. CaK X5277.
ROOM

Hot/ Cowl - Spacious, single BR apt.,
summer sublease, 1/2 mle from campus.
Pool, laundry, furnished bus stop, kitchen.
Negotiable. 433-8409. Mark.
2 BR Hunters Ridge Furnished Townhouse
- Wet bar. W/D. DW. $125 each BR. May 15 Aug. 15.432-9397
Exeepttonsly Fine 5 BR Houees - In nice
neighborhoods dose to campus for nest year.
1 with central air. 234-8317

-

SlSOftost

otter.

TrekeM 15-1/2" UountetoBfee- I Ike new.
$250besl oner. 432-0162

HELP WANTED
Summer Job Interviews - Average earnings
$3,900. University Directories, the nation's
largest pubtahsr ol campus telephone
(iredories. hires over 250 college students tor
their summer sales program. Top earnings
$5,000-8,000. Gain valuable experience ki
advertising, sates t pubic relations selling
yetow page advertising tor your campus
telephone oVectory. Positions also avatabto
In other urwsrsay markets. Expense-paid
training program in Chapel H* NC. Looking
tor enthusiastic, gotfortentod students tor
rhilenglnq.
wel paying summer job.
Wemshbs may be available. Interviews on
campus Mon.. Feb. 25. Sign up ki Sowar
Hal
SuporSter Studios - Needs your styte. ska I
personalty. Now hiring Stuow Staff lor Kings
Dominion, Busch Gardens « Walt Disney
World. Cal (800)232-2217. Ask tor Steve
Taylor.
i - $900-2.000 mo. Summer,
year round, all countries, al fields. Free into.
Write IX, PO Box 52-VA04. Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625.
Earn $ Over Weekends - Unking tor
tajejejejhto, student nurse to work weekends.
Friday 8 pm to Sunday 8 pm. in Woodstock
Private room & bath, meals, ample study time.
Cal 459-3126.

Lost - Gold fossil walch with brown kwlhw
band at Purosl Park on 2/4 at 430 pm.
Santtonlal value. Reward. Sean, 432-9651.

SERVICES
Horizon Sura Tan - Is your professional
tanning center. Phone 434-1812 or stop by
1106 Reservoir St
Words, Words, Words - Professorial
resumes, manuscripts, etc. Laser printed.
234*523
Typing/Word Processing - Deborah Toth.
828-4064.
Show Bam - Hunters, lumpers, basic
dressage. Large indoor ring. Lessons S
showing. Mil Creek Farm. 7 mtas out Port
Rd. 234-9781
Sorority Letters On Sato! Original patterns.
Sweatshirts only $25. T-shirts $20+ shipping.
Cal Mason, x5128 tor more into.
Rick's Auto Service a Towing - Valentine
special, oil change $15.88. Evening, weekend
appointments available. 434-5099

SPRING BREAK

Hay a Summer - House behind Ms.
$115/mo.Jen\ 433-3277.

Wake N Bawl
Spring
break
in
JamacaCancun from $4591 This year's
hottest destinations al low prices! Call today
(600)426-77101

Madison Square

SprhB Break Trips - Cancun. Bahamas,
Jamaica, Daytona. Call Brendan, x7459.

- 3BR. 2-1/2 bath, available June 1

College Station
-4BR.2bath.avaiableAug.1
Both furnished. W/D. iiofvidual year lease,
walking distance to campus.
4343397 or J6280.

WANTED
Roonraate Needed! Females only. $150Vmo.
Private room. Call 433-1758.

Nomktetione Are How Beina Accented For Omicron Data Kappa's fist annual
outstandng freshman/sophomore leader
award Sand nomnsttons to P.O. Box 4262
by Feb. 18. Indude name. P.O. Box 4 year ol

CujMfs Dropped Loll Of Lees - On

Capture Your JMU Memories
in a photo abum by
Candid Captions
Great lor dub activate & social
events!
Cal between 5 & 9 pm lor delate.
433-1034

Baskets of Joy. Prices from $5. Across from
the Post Office in Harrisonburg.

- Happy birthday
tomorrow! Just think, in 47 more days you
know where wel be! Love, Your Roomie.

i - You're the bestl fl rriss you.
Love. Roommate.

A Big Hurrah - To all those ferocious, yet oh

i - You're 21. Go buy us _. Love.
Cathy & Beth.

Come hear author DAN HAYES
speak on
"Why Couples Break Up"
Feb. 14,8 pm, PC Ballroom
Sponsored by
IVCF.NAVS&CCC

UNCLE CHARLIE
Classic/original rock
JM's Pub & Deli
Wed., Feb. 13

Te The 2 Gate At Dukes Last Tuesday
Evening Who I so rudely pulled my red car ki
front of, rm sorry a apologize for taking my
frustrations out on you.

so graceful, AIT basketball women!

Water Safety
Instructor Course
Feb. 25-May 1
433-9168

Need a date
for Valentine's Day?

The Dating Game
pTursday, 8:30 pm, Blackwell AurJtorium - Moody
Take home a live one

Harrisonburg Parks & Recreation
Trfea - Congrats on you AXP Little Sister
Bid! Love, AIT.

Hey in! We loved (nuclear) fating out will
Oops,. I forgot why donl wa corns lo
BeUonaCate?
lovhg Couple DesHs To Adopt - An
infant lo join our lamiy. If you are pregnant &
considering placing your baby tor adoption,
please cal Diana or Peter, cotoct at (703)
338-5611.
Congralutattora To Kappa Mk Rho On
their charterl We are so exded tor youl Love,

youlAXO

Bagel-Rama!
UCO Junior Class wil be seMng
Mr. J's Bagels today at the Patio!
Be there!

□I - Thanks tor the nuclear fal out party
Saturday... I was a real Vast*. AXO.

The Sisters of ZTA.

Valentine's Day
Box of Candy A Goodies
lor sale Tues., Feb. 12 in Harrison Breezeway
Sponsored by niE.
Great gift under $15.
To The Person - Who coitocted 2 JMU
sweatshirts from 1360K on 1/26. Please
return, no questions asked.

The Psychology Graduate
. 9udentCoonci(PGSC)
wi host a reception (oral
psychology faculty & graduate
psychology students
Fri„ Feb. 15.1991
Johnston Hal,3-Spm

Studying Is Serious Business - Al Park
Apartments we offer you a good quiet study
envronment. Ask about our Utikty Package.
rs one of the best. 433-2621. EHO
Duke Gardens - 'JMs... Ivies' night... JMs...
ladies night...' Chubby Bunnies.
in - Sorry about last week's typo! We love
you guys! We had a blast last week! Love yal
Some Kappa

Seniors - HI out Graduation Speech Survey
In the WCC on Wed, Feb. 13. all day!
Cruise Ship Jobs
Hiring men, women, summer, year round
PrMcgraphers, tour guides, recreation
personnel. Excellent pay + free travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pa
dfc, Mexico. Cal nowl Cal retondabte.
(206)736-7000, ext. C1070.
Casctos - I nothing else, believe hat I care.

Light Up The Love Of Your Lite-With a gift
basket from Basket of Joy. 91 N. Main St.
432-9191

Bagel-Rama!
UCO Junior Class will be selling
Mr. J's Bagels today at the Patio!
Be there!
S S S S H H H H H - Sometimes you have to
have quiet to collect your thoughts. At Park
Apartments we want to help you to achieve
that goal. Ask about our Ulisty Package. Irs
one of Ihe best. 433-2621. EHO
For Rising Seniors Only-The Mortar Board
National Honor Society. Pick up an
application in Alumnae 106. Due 2/25/91.
Leigh Am - I hope you survived this tough
week. Have a great weekend Ian.

Men's Basketball
Tonight
JMUvs.UNC-Wilmington
7:30 pm

The Mortar Board National Honor Society Will be selecting new members for Fal 1901
Pick up an application in Alumnae 106
Deadline 2/25/91.

ACE's Bartending Academy
The Sisters Of Zed Teu Alpha - Thank Ihe
members of PIKA tor being such gentlemen.
We are happy lo help out & wish them great
luck with their new endeavor.

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Important survey lor graduation
Which student speaker do you want?
Fil out the Student Speaker Survey
in the Warren Campus Center on
Wed.. Feb. 13, al day.

Basket Ol Joy - Valentine gifts for friends or
lovers. SIN. Main St.

Interested In The Law?
Want a job in the field of law?
Then come see Russ Stone,
Assistant Commonwealth
Attorney, as he speaks about his
job as prosecuter. Q & A period,
also. Everyone interested in law
is encouraged to come!
Sponsored by the Pre-Legal
Society of JMU.
Feb.12,Tues.,6-7pmlnthe
Tidewater Room of WCC

Suzy.

Interested In
Animal Rights?
Come to either the 5 pm or 7 pm
meeting ol the Animal Rights
Coalition on TIMS, Fob. 12 in
Keez«lG8
Karate Lessons - Monday a Wednesday. 7 930 pm. Godwin Hal Wresting Room. JMU
Martial Arts Club. Open to al ranks a styles.
kistudor 4th Degree Black Belt. Only a tow
openings left. CaH 434-8824 or stop by. ■

Learn how to make your favorite drinks.
Open to all ages. Hands on experience.
Certified bartender training. Limited
enrollment Fee of $40. Into, cal
564-1742

IK -Congratulates Kappa Delta Rho on their
1

Dr. Reinhard Wiemer, Deputy
Ambassador FRG "Germany &
Eastern Europe"
430 pm, English Ha A206,
8 pm German, Miter 101
Feb. 13
Wendy, Dave and Kevto — CongatuUtona
on your new positions. You three wi do a
fantastic job next year on The Breeze. The
terns ducks
Happy m, Birthday
Jccekm. turn and Elen.

Shereenl

Love.

Roses are Red, Ipatsweed Is Bk»,
Cleveland's the Best. Cause We Beat Youl

CLASSIFIEDS page 39
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Apply now--don't wait
until the last minute...

Question: What's so important
about February 19?
Answer:

That's the deadline for
applications for next
year's Studies Abroad
Programs.

Paris
CjgH<JLow

You'll be notified before Spring Break if you're accepted! Pick up an application in Paul House or call 6419.

Swimming
CONTINUED from page 35

5:04.24.
The women also took first in the
200-yard relay event with a mark of
1:37.79. The Dukes claimed second in
the 400-yard relay (4:00.11).
For the men's team, David Tyler set
a meet record with a time of 1:41.08 in
the 200-yard freestyle. Tyler placed
first in the 1,650-yard freestyle with a
mark of 15:5821 and finished third in
the 500-yard freestyle (4:35.29).
Erik Doetsch (21.4) and David
Caldwell (21.46) took first and second
respectively in the 100-yard
backstroke.
Jim Curtis placed third in the
100-backstroke with a time of 53.91.
Teammate Jeremy Davey placed third
in the 200-yard backstroke (1:55.36)
and fourth in the 400-yard individual
medley (4:07.98).
Divers Andy Sheehy (457.8) and
Brian Maher (449.6) finished second
and third respectively in the 3-meter
diving competition.
The men also placed first in the
200-yard relay (1:24.14), and third in
the 400-medley relay (3:30.30).

Classified
CONTINUED from page 38

Want to see a vegetarian J
lentree on D-Halfs menu af
every meal?
IWrite ARC, PO Box L31, Campusl
Mail or cal Steve at 564-1246
i 0» Joy - DtHmy n Hwroontourg.
MntaMn purctaM $16.432-0191.

SSSShhhhh
Irs a quiet apartment community
PARK APARTMENTS
- Great accomodabons for
a quiet study environment.
- Our utility package
is one of the best.
Sooooooo much more
at Park
433-2621
EHO

fV-JMVERSITY
\nr^ 1
FAT

The Place to Be!
3 AND 4 BEDROOM CONDOS
(AVAILABLE FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED)
JUST A 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
ALL CONDOS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•

2 Full Baths
Range, Refrigerator, Dishwasher
Washer & Dryer
Patio or Deck

UNIVERSITY PLACE offers
the convenience you want *OPEN HOUSE
at the price you need!
Wednesday
Feb. 13th
2-4 PM

Ii

NOW
OFFERING
NEW PUBLIC
TRANSIT
SCHEDULES
TO HELP YOU
GET TO
CAMPUS.
mmams

\!M!k»*-JUrt-xM

434-1876

:
:

Vbur Guide To Off-Campus Housing

1373 S. Main St.
—, ,„,,,

;
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The Best Pizza in Town,
Give the Meet Valentine Gift...

A Pan Meet Pizza!!

433-0606
11am - lam Sun-Thurs
11am-2am Fri-Sat

,;::■.■::::■:: :::::-■■:-:;■-:■■■■■:■■■•■:■-:■:■:■■■:•■■: ■:■:■:■:■:•

The Pi
Buffet -Everyday, fos

ct o||ASIial
luglrfor $4.29

11:00-2:00 5:30-

T.V.&VCR-Wiyour
favorite shows OR bring your favorite video
Located in Cloverleaf Shopping Center

Just Call for FAST Delivery

